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Abstract
This work explores the issues and possibilities that technology and knowledge transfer faces
under the open innovation paradigm. As a result of the research, some traditional models have
been updated to consider relevant academic and technical developments from the last 10 years.
C-K design theory, TRIZ and information technologies have been explicitly integrated to model
and understand collaboration-based innovation, and a concrete tool has been proposed to help
with one of the biggest issues that has been identified; the discovery and matching of relevant
knowledge to solve specific industrial needs.
The main findings indicate that with a revision of the current methodologies and the
appropriate information management systems, it is possible to overcome part of the
inefficiencies of uncoordinated and parallel process of technology push and pull, thus improving
the efficiency and effectiveness of the resources invested in R&D and T&K transfer.

Keywords:
Technology Transfer, Knowledge Transfer, Innovation, Open Innovation, C-K design theory, TRIZ,
Technology Need, Technology Push, Technology Pull, Innovation Intermediaries.
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Nomenclature list


API: Application Program Interface



C: Concept and/or Technology Need (depending the context)



C-K: Concept-Knowledge Design Theory



K: Knowledge (including explicit and tacit knowledge)



OECD: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development



OI: Open Innovation



SME: Small and Medium Enterprise



T&K: Technology and Knowledge



TIM: Technology and Innovation Management



TT: Technology Transfer



TTO: Depending on the context “Technology Transfer Office” or “Technology Transfer
Officer”
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Preface:
Revisiting technology & knowledge transfer under the open innovation paradigm
There is an urgent need to make the best out of the public and private resources invested in
fundamental and applied research. Both budget pressures and the need to solve crucial
challenges, such as transitioning to an environmentally sustainable economy and supporting the
equitable growth of developing countries mean that science will be required to generate
technology at an ever-increased rate to maintain the continuous stream of social and market
driven innovations that is needed.
Unfortunately, most of our industries, universities and research centres are still employing old
models, tools and methods to manage innovation and R&D that were not developed to deal
with the intense multidisciplinarity, collaboration and co-creation that our current level of
scientific development requires to jump to the next technological stage. This new level is
characterized by problems that require a deep understanding of narrow domains, as well as
integration with multiple external sources of specialized knowledge from completely different
areas (Stamm and Trifilova 2009). This makes it almost impossible for one person or specialized
team to have all the required expertise internally to solve every one of the problems in the
development of new products or services.
Some examples of these fundamentally different knowledge intensive technologies are
quantum-computing, nanotechnology, biotechnology, robotics and advanced materials among
many other emerging applied fields of science and engineering. All of them are composed of at
least two or more very specialized fields, requiring PhD levels of study just to get to the basics.
Those fields, compared to the traditional XXI and early XX century engineering and science, are
quantitatively more complex and demand additional emphasis in bridging science and
technology more effectively, as well as combining and sourcing knowledge collaboratively.
To cope with this new landscape some leading companies and countries have started to
embrace the concept of open innovation as a way to understand their current situation and
develop new strategies and tools to take advantage of external sources of knowledge and
technologies (Backer and Cervantes 2008). From those efforts emerged technology &
knowledge needs brokers, which through special websites and newsletters, push specific
requirements to a database of registered “solvers” (typically university researchers and
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independent inventors). At the same time IP brokers and technology transfer offices push
patents and other IP rights to potential buyers, assuming the role of intermediating the offer.
These new innovation agents and initiatives provide a good start point to increase external
collaborations. However, they still rely too much on serendipity to find the right match between
the need and the potential solution or offer, providing an important space for improvements.
Based on my previous professional experience in a private technology transfer office, leading a
web based technology needs platform, my academic experience, extensive interviews with
multiple innovation agents, participation in several conferences and valuable feedback from
colleagues and researchers, my aim is to propose a new integrative theoretical framework and
tool. Its objective is to model and understand early stage technology & knowledge (T&K)
transfer collaborations under the open innovation paradigm, as well as helping in the critical
process of knowledge discovery and matching. The “raw material” to bring this to reality are
thousands of already published technology needs (also known as challenges or requests for
proposals RFP) and uncountable explicit knowledge sources, such as patents, papers, databases
of funded research projects, and other IP repositories.
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1 Introduction
This dissertation consists of research into technology and knowledge transfer systems under the
open innovation model. The research explores different tools and best practices to improve the
implementation of technology and knowledge (T&K) transfer between research institutions such
as universities and other organizations looking for technologies to solve specific industrial
problems.
The main motivation behind this work is to contribute to the development of the technology
and knowledge transfer profession. This discipline, because of the current lack of tools and
robust integrated theoretical frameworks (Bozeman 2000), still relies heavily on direct contacts
and serendipity to create links between research and its potential applications (Hargadon 2004),
thus limiting its potential impact and reach to what is possible to handle under manual
methods.
Parallel to the traditional technology and knowledge transfer model, based on the technology
push approach, Henry Chesbrough’s model of open innovation (2003) has emerged as an
attractive alternative, where by means of technology pull, companies express their industrial
needs over web-based platforms of distribution. These platforms, owned by innovation
intermediaries like Innocentive®, Ninesigma® and Yet2.com®, push the requirements to
thousands of researchers, which in turn can apply to solve those needs via industry-academy
T&K transfer contracts. (The full process is described in appendix B using Ninesigma®’s pipeline
as an example while real technology needs are available in appendix E).
Unfortunately, although this technology pull approach has been embraced by several
multinationals (Chesbrough 2003), it has not been properly integrated in practice with the
technology push approach, producing a disconnection where many technology transfer officers
are not even aware of the existence of a public stream of needs that might match their pool of
technology offers. From the interviews and the review of T&K transfer barriers and problems, it
seems that the main reasons for this situation are issues like the simple unawareness and
natural inertia of the status quo, but also the difficult job of dealing manually with hundreds of
technology needs each month; trying to match them with internal IP assets and experts (a
problem that is described in this research as the issue of “discovery and matching”). Faced with
this overwhelming amount of fragmented information, many simply ignore this potential source
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of T&K transfers and carry on contacting directly industrial prospects in a “door-by-door”
fashion that is too time consuming to be escalated.
In an attempt to consolidate recent relevant academic developments and generate a solid
framework where to discuss and elaborate proposals for the issues that technology and
knowledge transfer faces, this dissertation brings together the concept-knowledge engineering
design theory (C-K), the TRIZ theory for inventive problem solving and information technology
tools that could streamline the discovery and matching process. As a result, a new integrative
framework and tool is proposed.

1.1 Resources involved in this study
The following resources are the main pillars over which this dissertation is sustained:


Theories and models
o Open Innovation  Overall paradigm


The assumption is that closed models of innovation are very limited and
thus is important to understand how to effectively incorporate external
sources of knowledge/technologies to solve organizational problems (In
addition to internal R&D).



The existence of the open innovation model for technology and
knowledge transfer facilitates the identification of common barriers,
implementation problems and best practices.

o C-K Theory  Structure and framework


Open innovation lacks a robust theory and a higher level of abstraction
and C-K theory can contribute to that.



In the context of technology transfer the concept space (C) can be
understood as the technology requirements while the knowledge space
(K) represent technology offers and experts.



C  K and K  C “movements” are critical for technology transfer and
they define the success (or not) of a process triggered by a new
technology need.

o TRIZ  Model and tool for matching tech needs with tech offers


By the use of analogies facilitates C and K clustering and matching
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It provides a good starting point to identify common problems
(contradictions) and their solution principles.



Public Databases of Technology Needs
o Hundreds of technology needs published every month in websites like
www.innocentive.com, www.ninesigma.com and www.yet2.com
Classic example:
“Damping Materials for Low-Frequency Vibrations: damping materials that can
suppress low-frequency torque fluctuations and vibrations at a high-precision
power train in electronic equipment.” (Extract from ninesigma.com tech-needs
list)



Public databases of technology offers
o Open scientific repositories of papers
o Funding agencies such as research councils and other governmental
organizations are rapidly implementing open data as a way of operation. This
releases important amounts of new information about research projects with
high potential impact
o Patent databases are by definition public and contain vast amounts of “solution
principles”. More importantly, some patents have already expired or do not apply
in certain regions and they still contain valuable knowledge to use in a wide
arrange of technology needs.



Information technologies
o Data Mining and Semantic Analysis
o Searching and ranking algorithms to match needs with offers and provide an
organized dashboard of alerts displaying areas of matching potential.

1.2 Scope and context
This research focus its attention on the relationships of T&K transfer between academics, the
industry and the government, usually described as the innovation triple helix (Leydesdorff and
Etzkowitz 1995) and later associated with the open innovation model (Chesbrough 2003). The
main issues explored here are the precursors of innovation, the detection of knowledge transfer
opportunities, collaboration and co-creation. Less relevant are the final stages of T&K
Page 14
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commercialization, negotiations and exchange, since the emphasis with this study is relational
instead of transactional.
The problems to be treated can be contextualized using the following figures from Research
Councils UK (2010):


The UK is ranked as having the second-strongest research base in the world behind only the
US. The UK also produces 8% of the world’s scientific papers and has a citation share of 12%,
ranking second in the world, BUT in spite of that its commercialization results are
considered poor (as it generally happens in Europe)



The public UK R&D spending is over £3.0 billion in 2009-10 and is set to be 2.5% of GDP by
2014.

In the current economic climate these figures mean that the impact of publicly funded research
and its ROI has to increase significantly to maintain the public support. At the same time, private
companies are relying increasingly in external sources of knowledge to compensate for their
cuts in internal R&D (Wit et al. 2007) creating a complex scenario for the cost efficient
generation of new science based products and services.

1.3 Research question
The main research question of this dissertation is:
“Can an integrated theoretical framework, composed by C-K design theory, open innovation and
TRIZ help to understand and model a better approach to systematically match technology needs
with technology offers?”

1.4 Objectives


Review and analyse the literature in search of the most common barriers to successful
technology transfer and the tools and methods already developed to deal with them.



Create a new integral framework to model and understand technology and knowledge
transfer processes under the open innovation paradigm.



Propose a process or system to improve the main T&K transfer issues identified.
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1.5 Structure
The general structure of this dissertation is presented in figure 1
Introduction
General Background and Description

Methodology (Available as an appendix)

Theoretical Framework
Historical Evolution

Literature Analysis

Research Findings

Integrative Framework

A new model and tool proposal
Description

Experimental test

Implementation
Suggestions

Main Challenges

Conclusions

Figure 1: Document Structure

1.6 Methodology
A detailed description of the methodology and research design are provided in appendix A
where among other aspects the interview procedure is detailed in full.
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2 Theoretical framework
The bodies of literature covered by this dissertation can be grouped under the umbrella of what
it is known as “Technology and Innovation Management” (TIM). This academic category of
research was defined by the Academy of Management in 1987 as a management division for
scholars interested in innovation, research and development, and the management of
technology-based organizations (Website TIM Division - Academy of Management). The specific
sub-domains that will be covered are the ones related with the intersection point between
management of innovation processes and knowledge & information management through
information technologies.

Open Innovation
Models &
Paradigms

Management of
Innovation
processes

Technology and
Innovation
Management

Technology &
Knowledge
Transfer

Innovation/Design
Theories

C-K Engineering
Design Theory

Methods &
Techniques

TRIZ

Semantic Analysis
Knowledge &
Information
Management

Information
Technology Tools

Information
Aggregation and
Clustering
Data Mining

Context

Domain

Area

Subject

Figure 2: Research fields and structure
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As shown in figure 2, a logical structure of the different domains and areas involved has been
generated in order to frame this study and ensure that the research is supported from all the
required angles. At the same time, a common umbrella (TIM) allows focus and the gathering of
the required expertise and advice. This structure does not follow strictly academy of
management taxonomies or TIM subsets, which in any case are defined as very fluid and
multidisciplinary domains (Website TIM Division - Academy of Management), but rather is
based on a personal effort to organize the available literature and select what it seems to be
more appropriate to this specific challenge.
As a result, this research is built over four conceptual pillars that are briefly introduced below:


An overall model (or paradigm) of reality, established upon a view that a key part of the
innovation processes is increasingly dependent on external sources of knowledge and
technologies, as described by Henry Chesbrough’s open innovation models. This
conceptual model of reality is strongly related with the literature dealing with the
process and problems associated with technology & knowledge transfer, and thus, both
will be treated as one angle of this study.



To provide a robust theory and a better level of abstraction to the open innovation
model, a general engineering design theory has been selected and adapted to visualize
and structure the problem starting from its fundamental level. Armand Hatchuel’s
Concept-Knowledge (C-K) design theory, has been chosen among many other design
theories because it seems to be particularly well suited to describe and explain early
stages of the innovation process, as well as because it considers explicitly external
sources of knowledge and conceptual requirements.



To discover and match relevant knowledge with specific needs, a methodology based on
analogies was needed. Genrikh Altshuller’s Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ)
was selected because of its emphasis in using existing resources and experience
obtained from solving problems in other domains or contexts, thus increasing the
chances of disruptive innovation (Eloranta et al, 2004).



Finally, and thinking in terms of the implementation and feasibility of some of the
suggestions, a set of information technology tools was researched and integrated into
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the proposal. The critical technologies identified are tools for semantic analysis,
aggregation and clustering, and data mining.

2.1 Historical evolution of technology and knowledge transfer and its challenges
Although it is out of the scope of this dissertation to make a full review of the historic evolution
of technology and knowledge transfer, it is useful to briefly give a perspective of how this
process has changed over time and why today’s challenges require different approaches in
terms of methodology and tools.
To start with, it is important to understand that the formal study and discipline of T&K transfer
is relatively new in academic terms. It has only had significant levels of publications after the
Second World War and real impact in universities and research centres after the space race and
the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980, which made technology transfer a
mission of all the federal laboratories in the US (Dorf 2000). Nevertheless, T&K transfer has
been always present with different degrees and levels of openness, being behind the industrial
diffusion of innovations between countries and economic sectors across the board since the
beginnings of commerce (Headrick 2009).
The main differences that have been developed over time are related with the growing
complexities of the technological integrations, the required recombination of knowledge, the
levels of specialization, the amount of information available and the interconnections between
different disciplines (Headrick 2009). This can be exemplified by comparing the kind of T&K
transfer employed in places like Edison’s Menlo Park Laboratory and Graham Bell’s laboratory,
both in the second half of the XIX century, and the XXI century P&G and IBM laboratories. In the
first, the leader researchers were able to hold most of the required knowledge inside of their
own labs, being confident that they were substantially more advanced in their R&D than most
other groups in the world. They had the skills to understand and scan for themselves the state
of the art and knowledge that was part of their technological landscapes (Chesbrough 2003).
In contrast, the new leaders in terms of innovation and R&D, although having spent many times
more money in their laboratories and hiring some of the brightest minds, cannot have the same
confidence in their internal skills and their abilities to scan their dynamic knowledge landscape.
This has forced them to create increasingly sophisticated strategies to scout for new
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technologies and knowledge (including open innovation and innovation marketplaces), going
further and further from their areas of expertise (Gassmann 2010).
It is precisely in these processes of T&K mapping, scouting and sourcing, where the efforts of
this research are concentrated. The underlying assumption is that the combination between
researchers and companies (especially SMEs) with lack of time to spend in those processes and
the problem of data overload (in terms of T&K needs and offers) creates a space with high
potential to bring superior efficiencies in T&K discovery and transfer.

2.2 Literature analysis
To have a better perspective about the volume and the timeframe of the bodies of knowledge
to be treated, in figure 3 a graphic is presented with this information for each of the core
subjects (created by analyzing ISI Web of Knowledge results).
In the graph, it is easy to appreciate how most of the subjects have had a very recent and rapid
development. The cases of open innovation and knowledge transfer, which have experienced an
important growth during the last 10 years are notorious and show the potential and attention
that these areas are attracting in terms of research.
In the following subsections, a brief introduction and critical analysis of the key literature that is
part of this research will be provided in order to prepare the reader for the proposed integrative
framework presented in section 2.4.
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Volume of publications indexed in ISI Web of Knowledge
per topic per year
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Technology Transfer
C-K Design Theory

Knowledge Transfer
TRIZ

Open Innovation

Figure 3: Volume of publications per reviewed topic

2.2.1 Technology and knowledge transfer
When discussing T&K transfer, the first issue that should be faced is agreeing on working
definitions for these elusive concepts. There is abundant literature trying to define the nature of
technology, knowledge and the transfer of them, but unfortunately, no unique widely accepted
consensus has emerged (Bozeman 2000). To avoid entering into a sterile debate and for the
purpose of this study, technology and knowledge transfer will be defined as:
“The movement of know-how, technical knowledge, or technology from one organizational
setting to another” (Roessner 2000)
“Know-how and technical knowledge” will be understood as any sort of relevant information or
skills that can be transferred by means of education or any other passive or active method, that
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as a result leads to a change in the receiving industrial organization1 (Capasso et al. 2005).
Technology in turn will be restricted (only for the sake of creating a clear distinction with
knowledge) to tools, products and their related IP rights (Liu et al. 2010).
Therefore, in the context of this dissertation, knowledge transfer will be referring to the
movement of expertise, usually by the permanent or transitory incorporation of external
human capital with specialized knowledge, and only to a lesser extent via ad-hoc reports or
publications (Capasso et al. 2005). This can be materialized for example by technical or scientific
consulting services provided by universities to companies, industrial PhD placements in specific
projects or executive education programs.
In contrast, technology transfer will be focused on movements associated with the transference
of patents or other IP rights and state of the art tools or products that are not yet available in
the open market. Of course, any technology package incorporates a degree of implicit or explicit
knowledge that is also part of the transference (Bozeman 2000). For this reason, most of the
time these terms will be used together as “T&K transfer” and only when the context requires
the distinction will they be discussed separately.
Before any technology or knowledge can be transferred, there is a process of research &
development and technology push that is relevant to understand. This process of T&K transfer
can be conceptualized in two ways depending on the level of openness and integration adopted
by the research institution and its technology transfer office (Wang et al. 2003):
A. The process is no more than a transaction based on the exchange of technology and/or
knowledge in return of an economic benefit that can be a once off payment, royalties,
shares of a spin-off, etc.
B. The process is more than a transaction; it represents a relationship with a series of
interactions before and after the transaction, including activities of collaboration (like
sharing resources such as labs), co-creation, feedback, follow-ups, help and guidance
offered during the integration and implementation of the solutions offered (Inzelt and
Hilton 1999).
1

Publishing or even being cited in an academic setting will not be considered knowledge transfer because
although formally there is a transference of knowledge, its impact in terms of economic benefits or positive social
impact is very difficult to track. The emphasis thus is in the transference of knowledge or technologies that once are
absorbed by the recipient are able to generate new technologies that later become innovations in the market.
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Depending on the adopted view (that are representative of two extremes of a possible
spectrum), the management paradigm of the R&D activities can change substantially; with the
first the process is simpler, the R&D follows a linear path from its conception to the final
commercial results, leading to a process pipeline communicated with the exterior only at the
beginning and end of all the activities. This view adopts the model of a “black-box”. Its inputs
are, in the case of the universities, mainly public funds for research. Its outputs are patents,
papers, prototypes and other forms of explicit and implicit knowledge as well as the revenues
from any transaction. This typically leads to the generation of a stock of accumulated resources
waiting to have an implementation via their transference to external entities. This model (view
from the point of view of the generator of T&K) inspired in Siegel et al. (2003), the work of Scott
(2009), my professional background and the interviews is shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4: Traditional technology transfer funnel (technology push)
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The model presented in the previous figure, illustrates a simplification of what is commonly
seen as the typical pipeline of work for universities and other research institutions. Here the
T&K transferring activity occurs as a spill over effect without interactions of the final recipient of
the T&K during the process.
In contrast, the second conceptualization of the process of technology transfer, more common
after the introduction of the open innovation model (2003) but still not popular or properly
documented, is much more relevant from the point of view of this research and its assumptions.
This conceptualization has been described as holistic (Dorf 2000 and Wang et al. 2003) because
rather than fragmenting the process and isolating it in departments, it promotes an integral
view with richer interactions and feedback loops provided by the different stakeholders 2 before
and after the transference. The key point here is the movement and collaboration in the
generation of expertise and/or IP rights between organizations to produce innovation that
would not be possible otherwise (or that would be significantly more expensive or slow to
generate) (Chesbrough 2003).
In section 2.4 a proposed integrative framework, taking this holistic perspective on board, will
be elaborated based on elements from this literature analysis.
2.2.2 Open Innovation
Since 2003, and after Henry Chesbrough’s popularized the concept with his book “Open
innovation: the new imperative for creating and profiting from technology”, this area of study
concerned with innovation processes spanning across different organizations has started to call
the attention from both academics in the management area and industries alike (Backer and
Cervantes 2008).
The key in Chesbrough’s approach was to identify and describe practices from leading
technology companies (like P&G and IBM) that were successful in matching and integrating their
own internal research and development process with external sources of ideas and
technologies. At the same time, he indentified strategies to allow internal ideas and
technologies to flow out of the company when the organization was not able to capture their
value internally (Chesbrough 2003). This process was illustrated using his famous version of the
2

In this context key stakeholder are the university researchers, the organization that could make use of the
technology and the final users of the innovation to be generated.
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innovation funnel that had one primary point of differentiation compared with previous
versions; a permeable membrane that allows the exchange of ideas and technologies with the
exterior as it is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: Open innovation funnel as described by Mortara et al. 2009

The figure shows how, from the point of view of one company, ideas and technologies can be
researched, selected, developed and finally commercialized, in a process that allows inflows and
outflows of T&K at different stages. The inflows and outflows are typically ideas, knowledge
(from example via consulting) and IP rights, but also spin-offs, merge and acquisitions or other
close collaborations.
In practice of course, this is not new and it certainly backdates 2003 (Stamm and Trifilova 2009)
but the merit of Chesbrough’s work was to market the concept effectively among managers,
and with the help of the buzz surrounding innovation, position this model as a new paradigm in
terms of private R&D. In spite of this, one thing is to recognize the potential and importance of
the model and another quite different is to implement it. Difficulties in the process, related with
the degrees of openness that companies are willing to put in practice and their internal
capabilities to manage the complexity of multiple collaborations, has meant that only a few,
mostly large corporations with significant budgets for R&D, have been able to successfully fully
implement these practices(Backer and Cervantes 2008).
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Continuing with the critics and problems, it is worth to point out that this model has been
mainly focused on the private sector, with a discourse to convince companies to be more open
in their R&D processes and interacting with other companies and universities, without
addressing directly managers, researchers and technology transfer officers inside universities
and public research centres. This, as it will be confirmed with the interviews and explored later,
has created a disconnection between the areas of technology & knowledge transfer and open
innovation, making the communication between these critical sectors and the effective
coordination of strategies more difficult. Other critics and limitations mentioned by researches
such as Wit et al. (2007), Gwynne (2007) and Brande et al (2009) are:


Some companies eager to gain short-term financial advantages are simply “throwing
over the wall” their R&D requirements to external entities (usually universities),
expecting to outsource their processes to them. Research centres used to work in the
long term have found this relationship not sustainable. This tension between short term
and long term does not seem easy to overcome completely.



SMEs, that could be greatly benefited from a more flexible and open mode of R&D
leveraging resources from external partners, have found that because of their level of
fragmentation and size, it is very difficult to call the attention of universities and reach
agreements. The levels of investment to build a network and the capabilities to work
with external partners seem to be a barrier high enough to prevent the enhancement of
many firms in OI dynamics.



Integration of external technologies as well as the “not invented here” syndrome may
prove hard to solve. This acts as a strong technical and cultural deterrent to implement
OI.

To handle some of these issues, reduce transactional costs and smooth the inflow and outflow
of ideas, knowledge and technologies, a series of innovation intermediaries have been created
to support the open innovation model. Sometimes referred to as “open innovation networks”,
dozens of sites devoted to the brokerage of technology needs and/or offers have been created
these past years, promising that problems and challenges could be solved by a community of
researchers around the world (in a crowdsourcing fashion) or that IP could be efficiently traded
online. This initiatives have had a mixed result; the biggest problem still being the act of
identifying and reaching the right person and calling their attention in order to know if he or she
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might be the potential solver of an specific technology need (also known as challenge or
“request for proposal” RFP) (Fichter 2009). A figure showing the process for classical technology
need brokers (the innovation intermediary that it is most relevant for the purposes of this
research) is shown in figure 6 while in section 2.3.3 a list of the most relevant technology needs
brokers and their critical metrics is provided in table 4.
The role of the technology needs brokers shown in the figure is to assist companies to identify
and describe their needs, write a short brief to put their needs online, push the needs through
as many researchers in the communities that they have created as possible (usually through a
newsletter that is received via e-mail), evaluate the technologies that their communities submit
via an application process, and finally help with the negotiations and transaction to get the
technology that the company is looking for (For an example of the specific process carried out
by Innocentive® see appendix B). For carrying out this job, the broker usually gets a front fee for
its consulting services (identifying the need and posting it online) as well as a success fee that is
a percentage of any IP related transaction that is generated product of their intermediation
(Diener and Piller 2010).This simplified and idealized view of the process appears to make
economic sense, nevertheless it has some important issues that will be discussed afterward. In
the proposed integrative framework, some modifications will be suggested to increase its
efficiency and avoid unnecessary fragmentation at the level of the brokers (that are already too
many). Another issue that will be addressed is the required proactive response from
researchers, whom are already too busy to evaluate hundreds of technology needs pushed
through diverse open innovation networks each month.
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Figure 6: Traditional open innovation stages (technology pull)
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2.2.3 C-K Design Theory
The concept-knowledge design theory (C-K), formalized in 2003 by Armand Hatchuel and Benoît
Weil, represents a novel approach to generate a unified design theory. Unlike the classic
systematic engineering design theory of Pahl G and Beitz (1984), whose focus is to describe,
organize and control a linear engineering process, C-K provides a holistic view of a higher level
of abstraction, where creativity and innovation are not exogenous variables but rather an
integral part of the theory.
The central elements of this theory are represented by the concepts (C) and the knowledge (K).
The knowledge is defined as the sum of what is known to be true by the designer, while the
concepts are propositions (or requirements), that after checking in K, it is not possible to know if
they are true or false (possible or impossible). C and K are structured in their own well-defined
spaces (C space and K space) and the whole design process is developed between them. To
describe the critical phases of the design process and its dynamics, four operators have been
defined; C →K (conjunction), K→C (disjunction), C→C (partition) and K→K (expansion). A graphic
representation of this theory can be found in figure 7.
What is particularly attractive of this design theory, is that by providing a high level view of the
dynamics of a design problem, it ends up mapping typical issues related with the management
of innovation, knowledge sourcing and the development of “science based products” (Hatchuel
et al, 2005). As discussed before, traditionally open innovation assumes the point of view of the
private company while T&K transfer assumes the perspective of research centres like
universities. This generates a fragmented view that with the help of this design theory is now
possible to consolidate in a robust framework that provides the basis to generate a common
language and interpretation of the problem.
Adapting C-K theory to deal with T&K transfer under the open innovation paradigm does not
require major changes. The main ones are to understand the concept space as technology
requirements (and their conceptual embodiments), while the knowledge space represents all
the potential technology offers and expertise available inside and outside the company. In this
way technology needs expressed in websites like Ninesigma® and Innocentive® would be part of
“C” while patents, papers and their authors stands for “K”. This adaptation of C-K theory
generates a special subset of it that later on will be further elaborated.
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Concept Space

Knowledge Space
Disjunction K->C

C1
K(b)

C->C
Concepts evolve
overtime
partitioning
themselves in
continuous
interaction with
K. At the end of
the process (by
means of a
conjunction) new
knowledge
(embodied for
example in a
new product) is
produced (C7).

K->K

C2

C3

K->C

C4

C5

The knowledge
space contains
explicit expertise
databases and
technologies. It
is structured as
islands each of
them
representing
different
domains.

K(a)

K(c)

K(d)
K(e)
K(f) new

C6

C7

Conjunction C->K

Concepts are defined and
constrained by a list of
requirements (to fulfil the
objectives of a required new
product or process).

Knowledge can be internal or external
to the organization. At the end of a
successful design process a concept
will be always transformed in new
knowledge (in this case technologies
are included in the definition of K)

The sourcing of the required knowledge to materialize a concept into new knowledge
(or technologies) is the critical step where this study is focused.
This can be seen graphically in the disjunction K(c)->C(2).

Figure 7: General graphical representation of C-K
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2.2.4 TRIZ
Also known as the “Theory of Inventive Problem Solving”, TRIZ is a methodology to
systematically solved technical challenges, it was created by Genrich Altshuller and first
published in 1969. Its main characteristic is the use of analogies in order to find solutions to
given problems, relaying on specific tools, rules and a knowledge base of contradictions and
solution principles. (Altshuller and Rodman 1999)
The three most important findings of TRIZ are:




“Problems and solutions are repeated across industries and sciences

Patterns of technical evolution are repeated across industries and sciences

(some) Innovations use scientific effects outside the field where they were developed”
(Domb 1999)

Those findings are essential for this research, because the model and tool proposed in further
sections are based on the fact that it is possible to create connections between sets of problems
and sets of knowledge (or solutions). It is also important the concept of implicit
multidisciplinarity and collaborations science-industry that TRIZ embraces since that is other
fundamental aspect of the assumptions of this study.
To guide the inventive process under TRIZ, an abundant set of tools have been developed. In
chronological order, some of the most important have been the 40 inventive principles, ARIZ
(Algorithm of Inventive Problems Solving), the separation principles, and the patterns of
evolution (Altshuller and Rodman 1999). Given the systematic approach of these tools, they
have been translated into diverse software to aid inventors during their creative process (Orloff
2006).
TRIZ however is not exempt from limitations, common drawbacks discussed in the literature
are:


The intensely knowledge based tools and techniques used by TRIZ tend to overwhelm
the learners, this generates a barrier to entry for potential users of the methodology
(Nakagawa et al, 2003). A systematic approach using computer-aided analysis might help
to ease these entry barriers.
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Since an important part of TRIZ is funded on the use of analogies from previously studied
technologies (mostly patents), some areas are incomplete or not covered at all.
Domains beyond engineering like biotechnologies or new experimental domains such as
quantum computing, find it difficult to use directly some of the tools that were created
for other contexts. (Mann and Dewulf 2003). This means that any TRIZ implementation
that considers a way to continuously update the analogies and explore for connections in
new domains could lead to a much extensive coverage of industrial problems.



Finally, TRIZ usually only shows a direction to follow, providing general inspiration about
the sort of technologies or solution principles that might lead to a solution. This leaves a
considerable amount of work for the inventors to explore and eventually implement the
suggestions, relying still heavily in their expertise, making sometimes difficult to justify
the efforts made in the first place to learn and use the methodology (Campbell 2002).
Considering this it is important to not only indentify the right solution principle but also
the expert capable to implement it.

Despite its limitations, TRIZ is very interesting in the context of T&K transfer and OI because it
facilitates the creation of “bridges” between specific needs and the knowledge that could solve
them. It does this by abstracting the problem from its original context to look for solutions in
different domains (see figure 8), thus increasing the chances to find potentially disruptive

Abstraction

innovations. This is the key characteristic that will be explored later on.

TRIZ suggested
solution(s)

Specific Problem

Specific solution
based on TRIZ
suggestion +
context

Contextualization

TRIZ
generalization of
the problem

Figure 8: TRIZ abstraction and contextualization process. Adapted from Orlof 2006
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2.2.5 Information and knowledge management
In the context of T&K transfer and open innovation, a key asset is information. Without knowing
which the industrial needs are, where is the knowledge (or expertise) to solve them and how to
establish the links, all that we have is potential but no effective transfer. Thanks to the internet,
the problem of pushing information in a cost effective way is not an issue anymore.
Nevertheless, this extremely low barrier to uploading material has created other problems such
as the “data deluge” (Hey and Trefethen 2003) and the “information overload” (Edmund and
Morris, 2000). The first issue refers to the massive amount of scientific data that is becoming
available at a rate faster than is manageable in terms of processing power and human analysis.
The second point, related with the first one, is about the limited possibilities, given time
constraints, to filter and select what is relevant and deserves a follow up.
To deal with those issues, people naturally develop a series of cognitive filters to rapidly scan
and select what they will consider as relevant and what will be discarded (Paquet 1998). In fields
of expertise that are becoming increasingly narrower and extensive, this tends to lead to
focusing the attention towards a very particular set of knowledge and being overwhelmed by
anything coming from other fields (Sparrow1999). Unfortunately, this process hinders the
possibilities of disruptive innovations, concentrating all the efforts to what is familiar and thus
likely to lead only to incremental innovations (Ettlie et al. 1984).
To put this in perspective and link it to the premises of open innovation, it is useful to consider
figure number 9. There Huggins et al (2010) create a useful representation of knowledge
sourcing across different networks and markets that illustrates the complex flows of knowledge
and interactions.

Figure 9: Knowledge sourcing across networks and markets. Huggins et al. 2010
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In the context of an overwhelming amount of papers and patents, as well as an increasing
number of needs posted online, it becomes indispensable to consider advanced information
technology tools to manage this knowledge-sourcing network. This can be done in part by
creating data filters in order to provide technology transfer officers and other innovation agents
only with the information that has the higher potential and relevance (Capasso et al. 2005). Of
course, those filters cannot be perfect and might discard valuable material, but as long as they
are non-domain specific, but instead derived from underlying solution principles and needs,
they will increase the chances for multidisciplinarity; bypassing some undesirable cognitive
filters (Paquet 1998).
As an illustration of the current information technologies and some concrete analogue tools
researched for this study, table 1 provides an overview of the most relevant ones in the context
of T&K transfer under the OI paradigm.
Two very interesting trends that have an important impact on information and knowledge
management in the scientific community, are on the one hand the emergence of “open science”
movements, led by the conviction that openness (in terms of sharing results and data freely) is
critical for the advancement of science, and on the other hand e-science; a new way of
producing science made possible because of computing and communication infrastructure that
allows sharing otherwise expensive processing power, databases and equipment (Gray 2007).
The combination of these two tendencies, plus the information technologies detailed in the
table, create a promising future scenario in terms of both knowledge sourcing and knowledge
co-creation.
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Table 1: Information technologies with relevance for technology transfer

Information Technology

Description

Information Extraction
and Aggregation

Information extraction is a subset of information retrieval
which objective is to automatically extract structured
information from unstructured machine-readable
documents. Typical components of these systems are
filtering, semantic tagging, web scrapping, parsing and
output generation. (Cowie and Lehnert, 1996)

Data mining

Process by which new information is extracted from
available data, usually plain text. This allows to uncover
hidden patterns and relationships that were explicit in the
data but too difficult to spot without computational help.
(Han and Kamber, 2006)

(Latent) Semantic Analysis

Document comparison,
clustering and metasearch

"Theory and method for extracting and representing the
contextual-usage meaning of words by statistical
computations applied to a large corpus of text. The
underlying idea is that the aggregate of all the word
contexts in which a given word does and does not appear
provides a set of mutual constraints that largely
determines the similarity of meaning of words and sets of
words to each other." (Landauer et al.1998)

"Clustering is a process of grouping similar objects from a
given set of inputs. In the context of document retrieval
systems (text search engines) it will put documents with
similar content or with related topics into the same
cluster (group)." (Source: http://www.iboogie.tv/)

Example(s)

Features

http://open.dapper.net/

"Free web-based service that allows to extract and use information
from any website on the Internet. It allows you to create a "feed" for
any site without programming."

http://www.nactem.ac.uk/

"The National Centre for Text Mining (NaCTeM) is the first publiclyfunded text mining centre in the world" they provide a wide array of
data mining tools. One of those tools is "TerMine" a Term
Management System which identifies key phrases in text. TerMine is
particularly useful to extract the most relevant and unique words from
long documents. Example of its output is available in figure 10.

http://www.opencalais.com/

The OpenCalais free Web Service automatically creates rich semantic
metadata for the content that is submitted. It uses natural language
processing (NLP), machine learning and other methods,

Semantic Atlas
(http://dico.isc.cnrs.fr/en/index.html)

"A data analysis method (for details, see the references listed on the
home page) makes it possible to represent the input word in a
geometric space. This multidimensional map displays the different
uses of the word, accompanied by their semantic neighbourhood."
Example of its output is available in figure 11.

http://www.wikimindmap.org/

WikiMindMap is a tool to map Wikipedia content showing the
relationships between concepts based in explicit knowledge already
linked in the encyclopaedia. Example of its output is available in
figure26.

http://turnitin.com

Turnitin is a plagiarism search engine that by means of document
comparison and metasearch indentify exact strings of texts between
documents.
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Figure 10: Text mining example. Using services from nactem.ac.uk

Figure 11: Semantic analysis of the word "heat". Using the "Semantic Atlas"
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2.3 Research findings
In this section, based on the literature review, the interviews and the conferences, the most
interesting findings will be discussed. The subsections are a mirror of one of the areas covered
by the interview guide (appendix C). The full list of (condensed) answers from the interviewees
is available in appendix D.
2.3.1 Perceptions and understanding of key concepts
The creation of a common language is a critical first step in order to manage knowledge and
innovation across boundaries (Carlile 2004). To test if the different innovation agents had a
common ground of perceptions and understanding, a set of key concepts was reviewed during
each interview. The result and analysis of each of them is provided in table 2 (next page).
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Table 2: Analysis of interview results

Concept

Innovation

Open
Innovation

Technology&
Knowledge
Transfer

Area

Analysis

Academics

As it would be expected, academics researching innovation topics have a
consistent and clear understanding of the differences between an
invention and an innovation. They show clarity about the importance of
reaching the market successfully as one of the criteria’s to achieving the
“innovation status”. In contrast, academics outside management of
innovation tend to think of invention and innovation as equivalents.

Technology
Transfer
Officers

Their definition is less homogenous and consistent than academics in the
management of innovation category. Their definition is also more linked
to successful knowledge and technology exchange (Probably because of
their profession) and in general they understand well the distinction
between an invention and an innovation.

Private
Sector

Instinctively they understand the difference between invention and
innovation and the relevance of reaching the market. Their definitions
are broader and less focused.

Academics

The academics researching management of innovation have a clear idea
of the concept of open innovation and they are familiarized with the
work of Henry Chesbrough. The degree in which they assume OI as
something distinctively different vary; many don’t see the need to
emphasize OI because for them nowadays most innovation process have
an open nature. Researchers outside the innovation field are not very
aware of the concept and their answers are vague.

Technology
Transfer
Officers

They understand open innovation and see its potential. For them the
distinction is clear between OI and “regular” innovation. They tend to
approach OI and technology transfer from different angles, being the
first linked with the pull of technologies from the private sector, while
the second they see it related with the push of technologies from
universities and other research centres.

Private
Sector

The understanding and familiarity of the concept seem to be very
heterogeneous. Their ideas associate OI with a spectrum of options
between outsourcing and collaboration.

Academics

As it happens in the literature, there is no consensus about a clear
definition or distinction between technology transfer and knowledge
transfer. In general technology transfer is associated with an exchange of
IP rights and/or “technology kits” while knowledge transfer it is
associated with the educational area and consulting. It is also interesting
that some focus in the whole process, starting at the beginning of the
R&D, while others focus just in the exchange.

Technology
Transfer
Officers

The focus is clearly put in the commercialization, having a bias toward
technology rather than knowledge transfer. For them the knowledge
transfer seem to be a consequence of the technology exchange (the
technology kit has embedded knowledge and to be implemented or
refined might require knowledge transfer).

Private
Sector

The understanding is diffuse, especially because most SMEs haven’t had
experience with technology or knowledge transfer (for example buying IP
rights or collaborating with the university). They see the potential but
find difficult the implementation. When it happens they rely more on
direct contacts rather than associations or databases.
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2.3.2 Barriers and problems for successful T&K transfer under the OI paradigm.
There is an abundant body of literature and surveys describing problems and barriers to
successful T&K transfer and open innovation. In table 3, a summary of the most frequent and
relevant ones is provided and categorized. The sources for this compendium are the interviews
and six major recent studies from institutions such as the UK Innovation Research Centre, The
University of Cambridge, the OECD and The National Endowment for Science Technology and
the Arts (NESTA).
Table 3: Compiled list of T&K barriers and problems
Source

Main problems and barriers(ordered when possible)

“Knowledge Exchange between
Academics and the Business, Public and
Third Sectors”
(Hughes et al. 2009)
















Constraints on interactions with external
organizations
“University to business technology
transfer—UK and USA comparisons”
(Decter et al. 2007)
Barriers to university to business
technology transfer

“Sourcing knowledge for innovation”
(Huggins et al. 2010)
Barriers to knowledge sourcing

“Open Innovation in Global Networks”
(Backer and Cervantes 2008)
Disadvantages of open innovation
“How to Implement Open Innovation:
Lessons from studying large
multinational companies”
(Mortara et al. 2009)
Open innovation obstacles
“Open innovation in SMEs: Trends,
motives and management challenges”
(Brande 2009)
Hampering factors when adopting open
innovation practices



Lack of time
Bureaucracy and inflexibility of university administration
Insufficient rewards
Insufficient resources
Difficulties in indentifying partners
Differences in timescale (long-short term tensions)
Reaching agreement on terms (including IP)
Cultural differences
Cultural differences
University funding problems
Communication problems
Differing financial expectations
Lack of entrepreneurs (In universities)
Need for more technical support (to materialize the technology
transfer)
Costs
Inapplicability or quality of knowledge held externally
Insufficient support to enable SMEs to access the knowledge they
require from home and abroad
Difficult to identify potential partners such as universities (nationally
and internationally)
Insufficient skills to manage knowledge networks
Extra costs of managing co-operation with external partners
Lack of control
Adverse impact on flexibility
Potential opportunistic behaviour of partners
Loss of technological competencies and greater dependency on
external actors
Risk of leakage of proprietary knowledge and involuntary spillovers







Internal cultural issues
Lack of appropriate skills
Operational difficulties
Lack of resources
External cultural issues









Administration and bureaucracy
Insufficient financial support
Lacks of skills and knowledge to manage the process
Cultural issues
Partners don’t meet expectations
IP/Legal issues
No presence of idea management support/system
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From the perspective of the academics:

Time constrains

Is difficult getting to the right person

Communication problems

Cultural differences

Misalignment of incentives

IP and other legal issues

Summary of results from the interviews

From the perspective of the Technology Transfer Practitioners:

Time constrains

Is difficult getting to the right person

Bureaucracy

TT doesn’t get enough priority

Misalignment between offer and need make late adaptations costly

TT offices usually under resourced

Research is not visible enough
From the perspective of the Private sector

Assumed compromises by the universities are not always assumed
seriously

TT offices are insufficient and they lack resources

Lack of a common language between business people and scientists
makes the relationship more difficult

After reviewing the diverse range of problems, it seems clear that there are certain ones that
are recurrent, such as time constraints and cultural issues. Going one-step further, it looks
possible and useful to aggregate the problems in a few broad areas to facilitate the discussion.
Below, three variables were identified that cover most of the issues detailed before.


Priority: The perceived relevance and assigned priority that the T&K process receives,
directly affects the time and resources that are allocated to this activity as well as the
incentive structure and the efforts to eliminate bureaucracy. Thus, “priority” seems to cover
appropriately some of the key problems reported.



Culture: Cultural differences seem to be behind things like different intrinsic motivations,
differences in language (business versus scientific language), communication issues,
misalignment in objectives and distrust.



Discovery and matching: The difficulties to reach the right person and technology, the lack
of visibility of relevant research or potential partners to establish collaborations, the lack of
appropriate tools and skills to manage ideas and networks, are some of the issues related
with what can be called the “discovery and matching” of knowledge and technologies.

Since “priority” and “culture” are factors difficult to control or modify directly (linked with
perceptions and behaviour) “discovery and matching” will be the area where most of the
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analysis and proposals will be focused. The assumption is that once the discovery and matching
process is improved, it is easier to raise the priority level and bridge cultural differences. This is
because the opportunities for collaboration and exchange become more apparent and
actionable for the ones involved.
2.3.3 Existent tools and methods to improve technology transfer
After researching the available resources to help in the process of technology and knowledge
transfer, a number of tools and methods were indentified. To provide an overview of the
different tools available and their specificity to the technology transfer, figure 12 shows a
breakdown of the common categories found. As discussed in the previous section the focus will
be in the tools related to the problem of “Discovery and Matching”.

Figure 12: T&K available tools breakdown. Adapted for the FITT Toolbox
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One set of tools are the technology needs databases described before in section 2.2.2, they
represent what has been named previously as the technology pull side. A list of their web
platforms for distribution of technology needs is shown in table 4. From that table it is possible
to observe, that by the time when this analysis was done, there were 1792 active needs waiting
for a solution, a number far beyond what an individual researcher or even a technology transfer
office can handle (especially if they are disaggregated).It is also noticeable the uneven amount
of information that different brokers provide about critical metrics to evaluate their services,
this makes difficult to assess their effectiveness and success rate, exceptions are Innocentive®
and partially Ninesigma®, two of the biggest brokers. By their metrics, the probabilistic nature of
this approach becomes clear; to have a 50% of success in solving a particular need, a network of
several thousands of subscribed researchers is required as well as hundreds of applications per
need. From the technology push side, there are similar web platforms acting as technology
offers brokers. Yet2.com, which acts simultaneously as need and offer broker, has listed 5067
while Trans2tech.eu, an European commission technology offer portal, counts 538 of such
offers.
Another set of tools can be identified with knowledge discovery, sharing and co-creation.
Although there are some domain independent tools most of them are specific to certain fields.
Areas like biotechnology (especially genetic research) have a robust set of tools and
intermediaries to diffuse new technologies and knowledge quickly and effectively (Shohet and
Prevezer 1996, and Gillam et al. 2009). A similar thing (but because of different reasons)
happens in the case of software development (Maxwell 2006). In other fields like traditional
engineering or basic sciences the situation seems to be less favourable in terms of the tools
available, the level of fragmentation and the dynamism of the T&K transfer (based on my own
review of available tools online and the relatively few mentions made in the literature).
The case of T&K transfer tools in biotechnology and its healthcare applications is a great
example of how IT tools and a systematic methodology to move early research to applied
products can dramatically accelerate the emergence of innovations. For instance we have
managed to collapse the time required to market procedures and medicines from hundreds of
years to just a few years, or in some cases months, in spite of the increasing complexity of the
healthcare industry (Gillam et al. 2009).Some of the main reasons behind this success are the
huge efforts that have been spent in making the results of early research available and perhaps
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more important readily accessible and catalogued (Gray 2007).Concrete demonstrations of
these efforts are the vast amount of data mining and semantic analysis tools specifically
designed for the biotechnology field and which are available free of charge thanks to initiatives
such as the UK National Centre for Text Mining (NaCTeM). These kinds of tools provide a way to
navigate through an overwhelming amount of data to find the precise piece of knowledge or
technology that is required; from a genetic sequence to a potential research partner multiplying
the opportunities for synergies and materializing economies of scale and scope. Other example
of these tools for Biotech T&K transfer is the GenBank, an open genetic sequence database with
all the publicly available DNA sequences that has accelerated significantly genetic innovations
(Gray 2007 and www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank).
In the software community the success of the T&K transfer tools is also driven by similar tools
but the reasons behind are different. While the huge amount of investments and the urgency in
shortening the times of developing drugs drives T&K transfer in pharmaceuticals (Seget 2009), in
the IT sector it is the open source movement with platforms such as http://sourceforge.net/
(website were users share and openly develop their codes) the main reason that explains the
vibrant and constant transfer of ideas and technologies. Here a combination of the costs of
sharing close to zero, low development costs, easily distributable tasks, big economies of scope
and the expertise and closeness to web 2.0 tools can explain their natural susceptibility to
operate under the open innovation paradigm (Maxwell 2006).
Unfortunately, not all the disciplines have the same advantages of IT or biotechnology, but
based on the successful experiences it seems clear that they could benefit from an accelerated
rate of T&K transfer and especially multidisciplinary join developments. In section four, a nondomain specific approach will be proposed that could help to improve this situation across
disciplines.
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Table 4: List of tech need brokers with some key metrics
Network Name
and Website

Website

Foundation
Date

# of
posted
active
needs

Proposals
Received

Ninesigma

www.ninesigma.com

2000

17

25.000

Innocentive

www2.innocentive.com

2001

48

Yet2.com

www.yet2.com

1999

686

Innovation
Exchange

innovationexchange.com

2008

21

Innoversia

www.innoversia.net

2008

20

Enterprise
Europe

network.ec.europa.eu/service

2008

980

IdeaConnection

ideaconnection.com

2007

20

19.346

Solutions
Accepted

685

Network
Size

Dollars
Awarded

Total # of
needs

575.000*

~ 500 a
year*

200.000

155
currently
posted.
1044
since
creation

$5.3 US
Millions

Reported
Success
Rate

50%

120.000

2.760

353

enterprise-europe-

s/technology-transfer

2.3.4 Findings highlights
The most important findings from the literature review and the interviews seem to be:


The reviewed subjects under “Technology and Innovation Management” (TIM) appear to
have a good degree of complementarities, allowing the expansion of the discussion
surrounding T&K under the OI paradigm in productive ways. In terms of a Venn diagram the
situation can be visualized in figure GHJ

Triple intersection
made possible by

C-K

abundant and
explicit public
technology &

Open
Innovation
• Technology and
Knowledge
Transfer

knowledge needs and

TRIZ

offers + information
technologies

Figure 13: Intersection between the fields of study
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As shown in figure 3 (ISI indexed publications) the amount of publications covering open
innovation has risen consistently since 2003, coincidentally during part of the same period
the increase in the number of publications about “Technology Transfer” slowed down. This
might be indicating the implicit recognition that these fields have important overlaps and
complement each other (as the relative volume of searches in Google presented in figure 14
also suggests), nevertheless the connection is not yet explicit because many publications still
do not talk simultaneously about the two topics (As it can be seen in figure 15).

Figure 14: Google insights graph. Open Innovation vs. Tech Transfer.

Volume of publications indexed in ISI Web of Knowledge per topic per year
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2009

Technology Transfer & Open Innovation

Figure 15: Volume of ISI publications about TT and OI



The literature review and some interviews also suggest that “technology push” it is
associated with technology transfer while “technology pull” it is with open innovation. This
creates fragmentation in the analysis and requires to be addressed with a holistic view.
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Co-create via an early involvement in the R&D process involving different stakeholders
seems to be key to facilitate the transfer of T&K and raise the value of the exchange (As
comments from the interviewees and the literature review suggests).



The networks and intermediaries in open innovation are fragmented and abundant, making
it difficult to generate critical mass and capitalize all the opportunities posted as “technology
needs”. As was seen in table 4 the number of brokers and needs is significant but their reach
in terms of researchers or “solvers” is far from being complete. Figure 16 also shows that the
concentration (based on relative search traffic in Google) of most of the attention is in just a
few of the intermediaries, reinforcing the assumption of information overload in terms of
existing needs online.

Figure 16: Volume of Google searches for the main tech needs brokers



The reviewed information technologies show potential and enough maturity to be used
more systematically in the context of technology and knowledge transfer (as they have been
in some particular fields).



The interviews revealed an important degree of variance between the understandings of the
different concepts but also showed a basic level of familiarity and recognition of the
potential of this field.



The barriers appear to be concentrated in three big clusters; “Priority”, “Culture” and
“Discovery and Matching”, the last one being potentially addressable via the use of
information technologies to assist the work of the technology transfer officer and facilitate
the identification of the key knowledge, technologies and experts.
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2.4 Integrative framework
The goal of the integrative framework is to provide a holistic view of the process of T&K
transfer, taking advantage of new theoretical and technical developments to create a robust
platform from where to describe the phenomena and prescribe tools and methods to improve
it. To start the integrative analysis, figure 17 illustrates the present scenario at the level of one
firm and one research centre. Figure 18 is an equivalent representation but at the aggregated
level.
From the first figure is important to note how the processes of technology push and technology
pull are performed independently and are uncoordinated; from one side, the technology centre
pushes its available technologies (at the end of its research pipeline), trying to find directly a
company that might be interested in licensing its technologies or use its consulting services. On
the other side, the company, usually with the help of an innovation intermediary network, tries
to reach a researcher that could solve its specific need. This generates inefficiencies because
both have to establish multiple contacts to find just one interested party, relying heavily on a
probabilistic approach (the whole scheme is based on an analogue of “cold calling”).
The second figure shows the problem when multiple uncoordinated processes of technology
push and pull interact simultaneously and provides an idea of the disorganized flows of needs
and offers having place in the current situation. Via technology pull, several innovation
intermediaries are trying to contact thousands of researchers with hundreds of different
technology needs (with the hope that a few of them will contact them with a proposal). On the
other extreme, universities and research centres, with the help of their technology transfer
offices, try to identify prospects to license their patents and sell services directly, making use of
their limited networks and resources in a very time consuming and probabilistic task. Under
these circumstances, there is no surprise that some of the barriers and problems highly ranked
are the lack of time, the difficulties to find the right contact and the perception of insufficient
appropriate tools and skills to manage ideas and networks (All issues that have been categorized
before under the “discovery and matching” umbrella).
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Figure 17: Integrative framework tech push-pull. Individual level
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Technology Push

Technology Pull
Final transactions
and exchanges of
IP

Researchers

Company
with a need

Researchers

Company
with a need

Open innovation networks

Researchers

Company
with a need

Researchers

Company
with a need

Company
with a need

Figure 18: Integrative framework tech push-pull. Aggregated level

This integrative view of technology push and pull under the OI paradigm is a novel approach to
visualize the situation and highlights some of the current issues. To go one-step further and be
able to suggest a better design for this process, through a combination of C-K theory, TRIZ and
Information Technologies can allow us to rethink the situation and create a framework free of
some preconceptions.
Figure 19 shows the basic elements of this new framework (that will be expanded with concrete
examples in section 3) at the level of one individual firm. This representation is based on the
structure of C-K theory, and provides a contextualization of what previously was introduced in
Figure 7.
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At the individual firm level
Knowledge and tech
offers (K)

Technology needs (C)

Disjunction K->C

C1

C

K(α)
Company

→C
K(a) K(b)

→C

K
C2

K(Papers)

C3

K(c)
C

C4

→K

K

K(e)
K(d)

→K
K(f)

C5

K(g)
K(Patents)
K(i)

C6

K(h)

C7

Conjunction C

→K

K(j)
new

Figure 19: C-K integrative framework. Individual level.

In this figure it is possible to visualize the evolution of one technology need (in C-K terms a
concept), from its first definition (C1) to an actual prototype or functional solution in (C7). K(α)
represents the original internal knowledge of the company, which triggers the definition of an
explicit technology need after the recognition that with their internal resources (or what is
available in the market) they are unable to solve internally their specific challenge. In order to
generate a final solution, the original concept interacts with multiple sources of external K;
papers, patents and experts for example. This interaction happens as a series of disjunctions and
conjunctions, discarding during the process potential solutions that do not fit the requirements
(like C3, C4 and C6). Finally, as a result of this process, new knowledge K(j) is generated, which
can be incorporated into the pool of proprietary knowledge of the company or can remain in
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the form of publically available new knowledge (depending on the terms under which the
collaboration was framed).
At the aggregated level (multiple firms with needs and several sources of knowledge) the basic
structure is maintained, although as it can be seen in figure 20, the evolutionary path of the
concepts is hidden for representational clarity and the relationships between similar needs from
different companies are highlighted, grouping them into clusters.

Aggregated level
Knowledge and tech
offers (K)

Technology needs (C)

Disjunctions K->C

K(α)
K(α)
companies
K(α)
companies
companies

C1
C9
C2

→C

K

C3

K(a) K(b)
C4

C5

K(Papers)

C7

C8

C6
C11

K(c)

K(e)
K(d)

→K

C

C10
C12

C18
C14

K(f)

C15

K(g)

C13
C17
C16

K

→C

K(Patents)
K(i)

Conjunction C

K(h)

→K
K(N1, N2,
N3) new

Figure 20: C-K integrative framework. Aggregated level
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Under this framework, there is no independent push or pull process, but rather a coordinated
flow, where a specific need triggers the process of discovery and matching and the series of
interactions with K. Of course, this assumes an ideal situation where all K is explicit and the
connections between K and C are possible to map. Fortunately, we already have tools and
resources to get ourselves closer to this ideal scenario; there are vast databases of papers and
patents with explicit K and a reference to the author behind them. We have a set of advanced IT
tools to help with the indexing and semantic mapping of C and K, and finally, methodologies like
TRIZ allow us to build bridges by means of analogies between current problems and a set of
generic solutions (Process that was explained in figure 8).
Having already laid down the basis of this new integrative framework, in section 3 the elements
discussed will be used as the building blocks of a concrete proposal.
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3 A new model and tool proposal to manage technology & knowledge transfer
As it has been discussed before, there are interesting opportunities to streamline the process of
T&K transfer under the OI paradigm. The overall system can be leaner and more agile by
rethinking the flows of needs and offers, avoiding duplicated efforts and unsolicited contacts. All
this can be done without the need to change behaviours (modify cultural variables) or
fundamentally shift the priorities, but just by improving the discoverability of knowledge and
experts, as well as matching proactively current pools of needs with potential “solvers”.
This implies a change in focus and the realization that technology push and pull should be a
simultaneous coordinated process and not parallel endeavours. It is also important to reframe
the role of technology & knowledge transfer if open innovation is to be truly embraced. The aim
of such transfers should not be the mere exchange of technological “hardware” and IP rights,
but rather true collaboration and co-creation of potentially disruptive innovation. This means
that the critical transfer will be mostly between experts from different organizations (that are
embodiments of “K”), while the patents, papers and other publications will be explicit guides
and evidence to find and map those experts.
Below a proposal for a network approach to find relevant and accessible sources of knowledge
to solve concrete industrial needs is described. These needs and offers are embedded into an
R&D+i framework (Utterback 1974), where pure research (R) is mainly concentrated in
universities and specialized research centres. Early stage developments (D) are usually
generated in high tech SMEs and big corporations and finally, the innovations are materialized
by companies with good access to the markets and knowledge about what the consumer
requires (marketing skills). This model has been adapted and updated to incorporate the
concept of open innovation and is presented in figure 21.
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offers

Innovations: Due to the need of
market and consumer expertise,
big global companies tend to have
better skills to commercialize
effectively and capitalize R&D.

needs
Development:
Increasingly in high tech
SMEs (ie spin offs).
Sometimes in big
corporations and
universities.

needs

marketing

Engineering
& design

Science + Eng

Research: usually in
Universities and
Research Centres.
Motivated by
scientific curiosity
and disruptive
discoveries.

needs

offers
The full R&D + i potential is highly distributed
and requires collaboration and co-creation to be exploit
Figure 21: R&D+i framework. Interpretation and update of Utterback 1974.

3.1 Overall tool proposal description
Beyond the new integrative model that this study has presented, a core objective of this
research is to contribute via methods and tools to easing the problem of knowledge “discovery
and matching”. The proposal is grounded in formal theory, existent information technologies
and a set of recommendations that the UK National Endowment for Science, Technology and
the Arts (NESTA) presented in its recent report “Sourcing knowledge for innovation” (May
2010). NESTA’s list of recommendations is provided below to show the degree of alignment
between their suggestions and the concrete tool proposal that it is presented.


“SMEs should be provided with appropriate support to enable them to access the knowledge they require
from home and abroad. Government could map key global communities of practice for the benefit of
SMEs.



Small firms should be helped to identify and use international agents.



A register of global university expertise should be compiled.



Firms need advice on effective network management.



Government must continue to fund existing network support.

”

In general terms, the tool proposes an evolution from the situation presented originally in figure
18, transitioning to something closer to what is shown in figure 22. In this new scenario, instead
of a chaotic flow of competitive needs and offers, it exists a virtual hub in the middle that tries
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to make sense out of the available information. On the one hand this hub aggregates and
categorizes hundreds of explicit needs posted by companies like Innocentive® and Ninesigma®
(needs that ultimately represent their client’s problems to solve), and on the other hand it can
scan and map the knowledge and technology landscape. Once it has these two sources with all
its available metadata, it starts the process of clustering and matching, identifying sets of needs
that could be solved by specific experts, research groups, patents or papers. With this
information, a probabilistic dashboard of alerts could be built in order to help technology
transfer offices inside universities and other private organizations indentify potential for T&K
transfer and start building the required contacts.
This approach, when properly implemented, accomplishes several objectives simultaneously:


It avoids overwhelming researchers with several streams of technology needs to check (that
usually end up in the pile of unread e-mails).



It allows identifying potential solutions from distant domains, bypassing some negative
cognitive filters.



It aggregates currently fragmented sources of needs, allowing tapping into the “long tail” of
technology needs that it is located in smaller, regional or niche brokers.



It aggregates currently fragmented sources of knowledge, including patents, papers and
more importantly, it connects the dots between the explicit repository of information and
the experts behind it. It also makes the “long tail” of research explicit, bringing visibility to
researchers that do not have high impact factors or big funding, but that might be working in
areas highly relevant for some industrial needs.



It does not focus only on patents, as it is traditionally the case in technology transfer, but
rather it uses the pool of explicit scientific knowledge already available. Moreover, it
facilitates collaboration and co-creation by tapping into research at different maturity levels.



It allows researchers to focus on what they are best at, research, using the natural outputs
of their work (publications and patents) as an indication of their expertise and potential to
solve needs. In this way, they are only contacted when there is evidence that their work is
related with one or more specific needs.
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The dashboard with alerts can use filters to show only experts or needs nearby, specific
areas of knowledge, institutions, etc. In this way, an industrial problem can be solved by an
accessible expert in the same region, instead of only relying on the highly visible worldexperts that are usually unavailable or too expensive.



Under a system like this, SMEs have a higher chance of enjoying the benefit of open
innovation networks because even if their needs are posted in a cheaper, regional need
broker, they will be indexed and will have the chance to be answered by local universities,
where collaboration is more likely.

Technology Push

Technology Pull
Final transactions
and exchanges of
IP

Researchers

Negotiations and
collaboration

Company
with a need

Researchers

Company
with a need

Company
with a need
Researchers

Open innovation networks

Virtual hub for “discovery
and matching”

Company
with a need

Researchers

Company
with a need

Company
with a need

Figure 22: Proposed improved model tech push-pull.

3.2 Theory meets practice
Briefly, and to close the circle with the theoretical aspects, figures 23 (individual firm level) and
24 (aggregate level) show the combination between the integrative framework proposed in
section 2.4 and the tool proposal. It is interesting here to note that the dotted line in the middle
represents the proposed virtual hub, acting as a semi permeable and selective membrane. The
conjunctions and disjunctions are facilitated by a matching algorithm present in the virtual hub.
This algorithm uses TRIZ principles, data mining and semantic analysis as the means to establish
meaningful relationships between C and K and creates the cloud of probabilistic matches.
At the aggregated level, to generate the matching algorithm it is possible to take advantage of
the implicit relationship between papers and patents that can bring light about potential
relationships between sets of C and K. Since patent claims contain statements declaring what
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the patent is solving, this means an explicit relationship of potential causality between the body
and the claim. Thus, implicitly, any paper similar to the body of a patent could be addressing
similar issues. Consequently, any need similar to a patent claim, would not only be potentially
solved by that specific patent but also by any other similar patent or paper. This network of
probabilistic implicit relationships (highlighted in red in figure 24 and contained in K(β) ), could
facilitate significantly the discovery and matching of relevant knowledge and it is an interesting
topic by itself to devote further research.
At the individual firm level

Concept Space

Knowledge Space
Disjunction K->C

C1

C

K(α)
Company

→C
K(a) K(b)
K

Concepts
can evolve
and interact
with different
sources of K
till they are
mature
enough to be
transfered.

C2

→C

K(Papers)

C3

K(e)

K(c)
C

C4

→K

K(d)

→K

K

K(f)

C5

K(g)
K(Patents)
K(i)

C6

K(h)

C7

Conjunction C
Technology Needs

Knowledge
can be
identified,
clustered
and
aggregated
as needed,
curating and
indexing
relevant
databases.

→K

K(j)
new

T&K offer

To connect C with a relevant K, the aggregated database of each of them
can be explored and matched semantically with the help of TRIZ. This
generates relevant alerts through a dashboard.
Figure 23: Tool in the context of the C-K integrative model. Ind level.
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Aggregated level

CN1:
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Knowledge Space

C1

K→C

C9
C2

K(β)
correlations
needs-K

C3

C4

C5

CN2:
Feedback

C7

K(a) K(b)

C8

C6

K(Papers)

C11
C10
C12

K(c)

K(e)
K(d)

C18

CN3:
Speed

C14

C15

C13
C17

K(f)

C16

K(g)
K(Patents)

Clusters of needs
(T=2)

K(i)

K(h)

CN 3
CN 1

K(N1, N2,
N3) new
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The visualization shows Cs at two different stages. The
smaller nodes represent individual needs in T=1 while the
big nodes represent clustered groups of needs ready to
be matched with relevant K in T=2. The clusters “Speed”,
“Feedback” and “Segmentation” are only examples of
underlying common problems for those needs.

Figure 24: Tool in the context of the C-K integrative model. Aggregated level.

3.3 Experimental test analysis
In order to test some aspects of the tool, a controlled experiment was designed to illustrate
some of the functions and provide basic examples of its implementation. A random technology
need from each of the major three technology need brokers was selected, data mining analysis
was applied to extract the key content and finally that content was used to search relevant K via
the Google Scholar® database (That unfortunately does not provide an API yet).
In figure 25 a diagram showing the steps followed for this experiment is presented to explain
the process.
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The
experiment
starts with
the full list of
hundreds of
active tech
needs from
the three
major
brokers

One full
technology need
description was
selected
randomly from
each of the
brokers. The
random
selection was
generated from
different areas in
order to
preserve variety
in areas of
knowledge.

Each description
was analysed
independently
using NaCTeM
TerMine C-value
analysis* to
discover
meaningful
concepts. The
list of selected
concepts was
later compiled
and filtered to
delete some
terms that are
part of the
structural fields
of the document.
*Using Tree Tagger version 3.1as the tagger
Finally several
runs of searches
were run in
Google
Scholar’s base
of patents,
papers and
books. In the
experiments the
amount of
keywords from
the TerMine
analysis was
variable to check
the effect on the
quality of the
results.

Figure 25: Experiment steps and examples
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The experiment proved that it is easy to “scrap” and aggregate manually the needs from the
major brokers, although the task can be time consuming. With techniques such as automatic
feed aggregation and information extraction tools this could be overcome.
To extract relevant terms and identify the key aspects of the need, a simplified approach based
only on generic text mining was employed. In spite of its simplicity, it provided an efficient way
to remove automatically irrelevant words giving a ranked list of terms that greatly facilitates a
focused search. This is far from ideal, because it forces the search of K into narrow domains
based only in keywords. To improve this situation advanced semantic analysis is required to
create clouds of interconnected concepts, generating networks of relationships between them.
This sort of semantic tools already exist (Gillan et al. 2009 and Landauer 2009), and what it is
better, some connections are explicit in public databases of knowledge like Wikipedia, where
thousands of concepts are hyperlinked, therefore different degrees of connection between one
field and the other can be determined. As an example of this relationship figure 26 shows a
network map of the concepts under the word “nanotechnology”, build using the tool
WikiMindMap.org (that extracts information from Wikipedia articles).
Finally, the discovery and matching of relevant K was also simplified, relying uniquely on Google
Scholar’s® database. This limited the quality of the outputs but it is a quick alternative to
custom-made databases. The main constraint while using this tool is the impossibility to sort the
results or give different priorities to the different words that are entered to be searched. If
Google releases a public API for Scholar (which is likely considering that most of its other
services have APIs) this could be possible. Further work could be also based on searches under
“K aggregators” such as ISI Web of Knowledge®, semantic patent searches and technology
mapping based on TRIZ (like the CREAX CreationSuite®)
The selected technology needs and more details about the experiment are provided in appendix
E.
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Figure 26: Semantic map of the word Nanotechnology, build by Wikipedia concept relationships

3.4 The virtual hub as a smart dashboard of alerts
The only visible part of the tool (from the user’s perspective) would be the dashboard of alerts:
there all the relevant active needs and knowledge are presented after being filtered, ranked,
and matched. To give a concrete idea of its structure and potential functions, mock-ups of the
graphical user interface have been prepared and filled with real information of needs and K3.
Figure 27 represents the use case when the user has selected one specific needs (or cluster of
similar needs) and wants to see all the potential sources of K available that could solve it. This
screen would allow for example technology transfer officers to identify a series of researchers
suitable to solve the need of a local industry.

3

The mock-up only shows needs and offers extracted from Yet2.com, the actual tool would aggregate
multiple sources for needs and knowledge.
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Figure 28 shows the opposite situation; for a given expert or explicit knowledge it finds all the
needs that he or she could be able to solve. This is particularly useful for universities because
the panel would give an overview of the concrete needs that could be solve with its current
knowledge base and research capabilities. This facilitates the identification of prospects for
licensing its technology, sell consulting services or start joint industry-academy research
projects.
Finally, figure 29 shows a list of C-K pairs that have high probability of be a good match (needoffer). This could be used to rank all the potential transfer prospects inside of a research centre
or it could be a tool for innovation agencies and investors to identify areas where with the
appropriate funding support innovations could flourish.
In all the screens it is possible to filter and sort the results by different criteria. Another critical
element is the slider at the bottom that allows to select the degree of specificity of the results in
regards to the selected need or K. If the slider is set to the left, the matches will be based mainly
in the presence of the exact keywords. In contrast, if the slider is to the right, domains of
knowledge or needs further away but semantically connected would be incorporated to bring
matches with higher possibilities of result in disruptive innovations.

Figure 27: Dashboard mock-up. Matches by need.
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Figure 28: Dashboard mock-up. Matches by K.
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Figure 29: Dashboard mock-up. High prob matches alerts.

3.5 Main challenges and implementation issues
The most important challenges that have been identified to successfully implement a tool like
the one that has been described are:


The aggregation of the technology needs: Although most of the brokers of technology
needs distribute them openly through their website and newsletter (previous registration),
they might decide not to be indexed and aggregated creating legal barriers. This scenario
seems unlikely if the proper measures are taken; first permission must be requested and it
must be very clear that the tool’s purpose is not disintermediation but rather an increase in
visibility and chances of matching. The tool in this sense would be an analogue of websites
such as Kayak.com where flight tickets are listed, having the full aggregated offer in one
place, but the final transaction is carried out in the airline’s website or a third party agency
and not the site itself. This also means that to stay neutral the tool itself should not be a
place to post needs.



The aggregation of knowledge sources: open databases like Google Scholar do not have
enough coverage or flexibility and it might be necessary to generate agreements with
proprietary databases like ISI Web of Knowledge® to access full documents and their
indexed metadata. With patent databases, it would also be recommendable to collaborate
with existent patent aggregators that already have good software to map and analyze IP.
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Generation of the relationships between C and K: This is probably the biggest technical
challenge of all; build relational databases linking generic needs to groups of solution
principles. This requires an algorithm that “learns” new relationships as new knowledge is
generated and that incorporates several ranking factors such as the impact of the
researcher, geographical closeness and assigns distinctive weights to different words (and
their expanded semantic meaning) inside the analysed documents. The bright side is that
the tool can be useful even if the algorithm is not perfect because in the current situation
the information is too fragmented to make good use out of it.



At the semantic level, one problem is that for state of the art and blue sky research usually
different groups generate difference taxonomies to talk about the same thing (although
later there is convergence). This can be partially solved by the generation of network
context via an analysis of the publications that are used, references and the citations that
the document have.
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4 Summary and conclusions
The fundamental message of this dissertation is that it is important and possible to harness the
creative power, expertise and knowledge of the available highly skilled human capital more
efficiently and systematically. We simply cannot justify missing opportunities to transform
powerful research results into valuable solutions for urging society and industrial problems any
longer. Today we have the tools (computing power and algorithms), the content (enormous
amounts of scientific publications, patents and explicit technology needs), the people
(important numbers of PhDs, post doctorates and technology transfer specialists) and the
infrastructure (universities, research centres and innovation agencies) to deliver much more
from the efforts invested in knowledge generation.
Just one month ago, The Economist in its science and technology section (Nov 5th 2010),
highlighted the potential of incentive prizes to generate innovation under the OI model. There
were presented some successful results obtained by global corporations and showed once again
the enthusiasm and expectations that the business community has invested in this model. In
March 2009, Nature Publishing Group®, one of the most important scientific publishers in the
world, teamed up with the leader open innovation marketplace, Innocentive®, (Nature Press
Release 2009) establishing an important milestone in terms of approaching the scientific
community to OI. These two recent examples, one coming from the industry and the other from
academia, confirms the growth and maturity that the open innovation model has achieved and
emphasizes the importance of updating the traditional models of knowledge transfer to take
advantage of these new possibilities (this being part of the objectives of this research).
New movements coming from academia and powered by information technologies such as
open science and e-science are also reshaping what it is possible in terms of collaboration and
co-creation in open environments. This new openness not only facilitates interdisciplinary
research and large scale international projects inside the scientific community, but can also ease
working with industrial partners and promote industry-academy relationships to co develop
science based products.
Parallel to those two important recent forces; open innovation and open science, there are
relevant new methodologies and theories under the “Technology and Innovation Management”
umbrella that this study has considered pertinent to integrate. The two most important are C-K
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design theory and TRIZ, the first allows us to have an integral view of the T&K transfer process in
a highly dynamic knowledge landscape, while the second proves that it is possible to generate
effective relationships between sets of problems and sets of solutions; acting as a source of
inspiration to push the boundaries of that concept. Their explicit incorporation was very
valuable to explore T&K transfer beyond the constraints of the technology push-pull model and
its implicit transactional focus.
Some elements that explain why, in spite of having the right resources and context, the
transformation of knowledge into innovations seem to be limited below its potential, are the
fragmented and uncoordinated strategies to pursue collaboration and mutually beneficial
exchange between researchers and the industry. Without an aggregated focus, the right models
and tools for discovery and matching knowledge with industrial needs too many opportunities
will be buried under a data deluge. The tool proposed here had as one of its objectives to set
the basis for the discussion about the role and shape that these kind of tools might take in the
future, as well as exploring its implementation feasibility and challenges. The impression is that
the right technologies and resources already exist to develop it and that the approach is useful
to accelerate the innovation cycle.

4.1 Implications and contributions for theory and practice
On the theoretical level, this research has mapped clear relationships between theories and
models previously unconnected (otherwise only incidentally or implicitly linked), promoting an
integral and enriched view of the T&K transfer process. The explicit use of C-K design theory to
describe and prescribe a more holistic approach to open innovation appears to be a tangible
contribution. The incorporation of TRIZ and information management concepts allows the
higher level of abstraction of C-K to be grounded in specific techniques and methods,
maintaining a balance between an overall perspective and the potential implementations.
On the practical level, the proposed tool means that the long tail of research becomes more
reachable, directly impacting the possibility of smaller research centres and SMEs of
collaborating and co-creating because the barriers to be discovered are lowered and the
opportunities start to become more apparent. It also means a new way of thinking and relating
with the management of R&D processes; incorporating more concretely the concept of open
knowledge management, which means that organizations need to be not only efficient
knowledge generators but also proficient in knowledge brokering. This implies that the abilities
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to map the technological landscape and connect with key experts will be crucial, especially in a
technology transfer field that has the potential to advance quickly from a cottage industry to a
key piece in the economic development of research wealthy nations such as the UK.
The results of this research and its future developments are relevant for a wide range of
innovation agents (Figure 30). On the institutional level, it can provide alternative approaches
for governmental agencies such as research councils looking for ways to maximize the impact of
the research they fund. For innovation intermediaries such as Innocentive® and the companies
that participate from OI, it stresses some of the problem of the current model, and for
universities it highlights important issues about the technology push model and draws attention
to the important role that the technology transfer officer can play when it has the tools to
engage in effective knowledge brokerage.

Figure 30: Potential users of the findings and proposed tool
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4.2 Suggestions for future research
The biggest challenge of this dissertation is to move from the general tool suggestions and
models to more detailed experiments and beta implementations. The web service and
algorithms that can eventually transform the tool into a reality need to be designed and tested,
identifying the best technical means available to accomplish the goals. Key issues that would be
important in this respect to consider in further research are:


A precise definition of the discovery and matching algorithm, including the relative
weights of the different elements in the query, and variables such as the researcher
impact factor and network citation analysis, should be considered carefully and tested
under different scenarios.



The semantic analysis and data mining to discover contextual relationships needs to be
explored with more detail. Special importance has the relationship described between
patents and papers as a source to identify underlying pairs of “solution principlestechnology needs”.



One critical issue is to secure the access to large sources of explicit scientific knowledge
where the data mining and semantic analysis will be generated. Partnerships with
publishers and different legal models for the extraction of the required information have
to be clearly identified.



To confirm that the tool can accomplish its objectives and get additional feedback, lab
test sessions with potential users using semi functional mock ups of the tool should be
run.
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Appendixes
A. Methodology & research design
The research was designed to gain deeper understanding and insight into different parts of the
innovation chain and a set of disciplines containing keys to answer the research question. Given
the multidisciplinary nature of the technology & knowledge transfer under the open innovation
paradigm and the challenges involved in proposing a concrete tool, it was necessary to map and
analyze knowledge from different domains.
At the conceptual and bibliographic level, as it is explained in section 2, the priority was to
clarify the research and get a full picture from the main available literature about open
innovation, technology & knowledge transfer (especially its related problems), TRIZ, C-K design
theory and knowledge & information management, all grouped under the umbrella of
“technology and innovation management”. In parallel, feedback and empirical data was
obtained from several semi-structured interviews with innovation agents, as well as by
attending a number of conferences, where additional conversations with experts and
practitioners were undertaken.
Finally, and to generate the practical proposal of

Processes

tool and model, a review of analogue existing

the

Deliverables
Summary and analysis
of tech transfer barriers

Literature review

tools and concrete experiments were developed

to
Integrated theoretical
framework

test and show feasibility. The experiments were
generated using a random set of real technology
needs and offers, and applying text mining

Interviews with
practitioners and other
relevant innovation
agents.

Common T&K
problems and analysis
of received feedback

analysis over them to prove the potential of this
approach.
Figure 31 provides a simplified view of this

Technology need-offer
matching experiment

Proposal for
improvements

Figure 31: Process-Deliverables

process.

Project timeline and milestones
This research project was structured to fit in a compressed period of time a combination of
literature review, interviews and visits to senior researchers abroad familiarized with C-K Design
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Theory and Innovation Management. As it is possible to see in figure 32, the activities were
concentrated between the beginning of June and the first week of September.
30/8 - 5/9
Last refinements and proofreading

16/6 - 27/6
2nd Round Literature Review
+ First Round Interviews
1/7 - 2/8
Last Round of Interviews
+ Compilation of Barriers, Tools
and Methods for Technology Transfer

7/6 - 15/6
1st Literature Review
+ Interview Questions Preparation

17 - 2
Scandinavia
and Finland Trip
June
8/6
Wolfram Alpha
Computational Knowledge
Summit

28/6 - 30/6
Results 1st
Interviews

16/6
Science & Innovation
2010 Conference

6/8 - 20/8
Write Thesis Draft + Experiment
20/8 - 29/8

Finishing draft

9/9
Hand-in deadline

4/8 - 6/8
Cam
Conf
September

17/7 - 2/8
4/8
Interviews with researchers
from universities in Copenhagen, Multidisciplinary Research
Conference
Stockholm and Helsinki
University of Cambridge
(presentation of poster)

10/6
Meeting of Minds Multidisciplinary
Conference

Follow up
meetings

3/9
Science Online 2010
Conference

Figure 32: Research timeline and milestones

Classification of the methodology and design
Based on the research classification proposed by Collins and Hussey (2009) and in order to
achieve its objectives, this study was structured and guided by the following research models:


Purpose:
o Analytical: Emphasis was given to the relationships between elements already
described in the literature, as well as previously documented large-scale surveys
and the results from the interviews. The aim is to detect relevant links between
bodies of knowledge previously not connected and their potential to solve the
specific research question.



Process:
o Qualitative: The primary data collected comes from deep semi-structured
interviews that give insight and valuable feedback to test assumptions and check
the feasibility of the proposals. Although secondary quantitative data is used as a
source for analysis, the nature of this study is more inclined to the conceptual
level.
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Outcome:
o Applied: This study is designed to guide and provide proposals for the specific
problem of enhancing early stage collaboration-based innovations and
technology and knowledge transfer. Part of it is devoted to build a conceptual
integrative framework, but the purpose of this exercise is to give a solid
foundation to propose concrete actions and develop a tool to help technology
transfer officers.



Logic:
o Deductive approach: Based on premises and assumptions generated from an
integration of different conceptual bodies of knowledge, a new framework is
proposed and preliminary tests of its feasibility and usefulness are conducted.
Full applied tests of the proposal are beyond the scope of this research,
nevertheless validation was obtained from experts and analogue systems already
in place to solve similar problems.



Paradigm:
o Interpretivism: Given that this work is embedded mainly into social sciences and
the dynamic new discipline of innovation management, the assumption is that
reality is a social construction highly dependant on context. In spite of this, the
main logic selected is deductive instead of inductive (as it would be expected in
pure interpretivism) because the research is developed over conceptual
generalizations and previous knowledge, going from the general to the particular.

In terms of the design research methodology and as described in figure 33 (Blessing and
Chakrabarti 2009), this work is focused on the stages of research clarification through literature
analysis, descriptive study I, where the models and findings are analyzed, and prescriptive
study, where I propose a novel model and tool to facilitate the discovery and matching of
knowledge to promote collaboration-based innovations. Descriptive study II, which requires an
implementation that goes beyond the possibilities of this dissertation, is left for further research
at PhD level or for private deployment.
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Figure 33: Design research methodology. Blessing and Chakrabarti 2009.

Interviews
An integral part of this study is based upon interviews and conversations with experts. Eleven of
them were semi-structured interviews using a standardized interview guide (Appendix C). Their
objective was to learn more about the essential topics covered by the study, get to know the
opinion of experts in regard to the most important technology & knowledge transfer barriers
and problems, the tools and models that they use or know (in the context of T&K transfer) and
finally, after presenting them a set of slides, get their feedback about this research.
Another five unstructured conversations with experts were also carried out to get insights into
specific areas and feedback about the relevance and orientation of this research. A full list of the
interviewees and their basic details are provided on the next page in table 5.
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Table 5: Full list of interviewees.
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Interview Design
As mentioned before, the design of the formal interviews was semi-structured (Drever, 1995),
following a guide that was refined after a first practice interview in order to increase fluency and
the natural order of the questions. Each interview lasted between 45 and 90 minutes and
answers were made only after the first impressions of the interviewee were written down. To
remove potential bias a full description of the research was introduced only in the last section of
the interview, and the questions were not sent in advance unless the interviewee explicitly
asked for them, which happened only in one case. The answers to each individual question are
maintained anonymous to ensure free expression, although the names and profile of the
participants are revealed. Four of the interviews were carried out using Skype video conference
because they were with people in Chile or the USA while the rest were in person. To avoid
making some people feel uncomfortable and encourage their honest opinions, audio recording
was not used. Instead, all the notes were taken during the conversation.
The selection of the interviewees was designed to intentionally capture a variety of sectors and
knowledge domains as well as to maintain the diversity of countries and contexts. In table 6 a
list of all these variables is provided to show the diversity present in the sample. The number of
people per variable is displayed in parentheses.

Table 6: Interviewees per category
Areas

Positions

Countries of
Residence

Domain Expertise



Academic-Research (9)



Senior Researchers &
Professors (8)



Technology Transfer (4)



T&K Transfer Practitioners
(4)



PhD candidates (2)



Engineering Design Theory (3)



Private Sector (2)



Technology Transfer
Officers (4)



TRIZ (2)



Public Sector (1)



Consultants (3)



Computer Sciences (1)



CEOs (1)



Innovation Management (5)



Open Innovation (2)



Biotechnology (2)



Physics (1)



Environmental Sciences (1)



UK (7)



Chile (2)



USA (2)



Denmark (1)



Sweden (1)



Finland (1)



Spain (1)



France (1)
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After compiling all the results, the different answers were clustered based on their areas.
Potential correlations between the different variables and the answers were explored to see if
there were significant differences between for example the answers given by academics and
technology transfer practitioners.

Professional conferences attended in the context of this research
Because fields like open innovation and C-K design theory are relatively recent and have been
only academically analyzed less than 10 years ago, conferences provide an excellent way to get
up to date with the latest developments and are an ideal place to ask for feedback through
opportunistic unstructured conversations and questions to the speakers.
As with the interviews, attending conferences from different areas was important to establish
links between the different domains and elaborate and integrative framework and tool
proposal. A list of the conferences attended, a brief description of them and their outcomes are
provided in table 7.
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Table 7: Conferences attended, description and outcomes.

Conference
Name

Date

Place

Description

Outcome

3rd Special
Interest Group
Design Theory
Workshop

1-2
February
2010

Mines
Paristech,
Paris

Design Theory and Methods
for Innovation. Centred
around C-K

Deepen the knowledge about design
theory, C-K and its links with TRIZ

The London
Computational
Knowledge
Summit

9th of
June 2010

The Royal
Institution,
London

How computational
technology can unlock
knowledge assets and
change the paradigm of
information retrieval

Better understanding of the technology
potential to match needs with knowledge

Meeting of
Minds 2010

10th of
June 2010

University
of Bath,
Bath

Multidisciplinary research
conference

First hand examples of the work of young
PhD researchers and insights into their
motivations and culture.

QE II
Conference
Centre,
London

Examine current and future
innovation policy in close
detail. Explore how to ensure
economic growth through
the commercialisation of
research and science base
and continue in the drive
towards a low carbon
economy.

Opportunity to talk with representatives
of different research councils and share
the project. It was also useful to
understand science and innovations
policies that could affect the feasibility of
this project (positively and negatively)

University
of
Cambridge

Consolidate the
implementation of scientific
collaborations between
Chilean investigators in
Europe and their
counterparts in Chile, both in
academia and in industry.

Observe the development of a big new
base of highly specialized Chilean
scientific researchers. An invitation was
received to present a poster about this
research giving the opportunity to receive
additional feedback and start more
relevant conversations.

British
Library,
London

Sessions on:
Data: How is the internet
changing the way we work
with data?
Blogs and social networking:
How are blogs and social
networking facilitating
scientific discussion? What
challenges do we face?
Science Communication and
creation: Open Science and
e-Science

Insights about how is the web changing
the way in which to conduct,
communicate, share, and evaluate
research and how we can employ these
trends in a context such as technology
transfer.

Science &
Innovation 2010

Encuentros 2010

Science Online
4
London

16th of
June 2010

4-6
August
2010

3-4
September

2010

4

This conference was attended only days before handing it this report. Its purpose was the validation and diffusion
of findings more than the collection of new information.
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Limitations of the research design
Because of the reduced sample of interviewees (11) and the qualitative approach of the
research, it is not possible to have definitive conclusions that are statistically representative and
that should be taken into account while reading this work. That limitation is partially overcome
by the use of the most respected and up to date bibliographic resources for each domain, and
also by attending conferences where it is easier to identify areas that represent a common
consensus in term of the issues discussed here.
Other limitation is the restricted possibilities in the context of this study to test the assumptions
and the proposed tools, in a way that gives enough confidence to create a full-scale
implementation of the suggestions. Smaller tests and experiments were run to prove the use of
specific approaches and its potential. In addition, an analysis of similar tools running successfully
in other contexts allows us to test, at least partially, the feasibility of the proposal.
Finally, and given that the research question includes already specific models and theories,
there is a bias toward these bodies of knowledge against many other models and theories that
could have been also used. For this reason it is possible that in the future, better research
approaches and models are found to create an integrative framework. Nevertheless, after
having received abundant feedback from different experts, it seems that the conceptual models
chosen are relevant and useful in the context of this specific problem
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B. Ninesigma Process

Source: http://www.ninesigma.co.jp/english/innseekers/projects.html
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C. Research Interview Guide
Thank you for your interest in participating from this research. Your interview will be an important resource of
information for my dissertation and future research activities. The information you provide during this interview will
be incorporated in the final report. Part of the content might be abridged to preserve the conciseness of the
document.
With your permission, you will be quoted under your name when is necessary, and your experience, company and
position will be part of the section “interviewees profiles”. Before the final document is published you will have the
opportunity to review it to ensure it represents your opinions accurately. If you prefer to maintain anonymity for all
or part of your answers that is also possible.
The following questions are a guideline of this open interview, additional points might be explored depending on the
answers given. The total time required to complete this interview should be less than an hour.

QUESTIONS
I. About yourself
1. Full name
2. Age
3. Country of residence
4. Current company and size of it
5. Position
6. Industry

II. General perceptions, experience and understanding about:
In this section I would like to know what the following concepts mean for you (if they mean anything) and
if you have had any professional or academic experience related with them. There is no right or wrong
answer.
1. Innovation
2. Open innovation
3. Technology transfer
4. Knowledge transfer
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III. Technology/knowledge transfer barriers and problems
This section is an open dialogue to know from your practical experience, about the barriers and problems
that

are

commonly

found

in

the

process

of

technology

and

knowledge

transfer.

IV. Technology/knowledge transfer tools and models that you use or know
This section is designed to know about the tools and models of technology and knowledge transfer that
you have already used or know exist.

V. Feedback about the research proposal
Before starting this section, I will explain with more detail the aim and methodology of this research as
well as the proposed tool and theoretical model that should be its outcome.
After that explanation your general feedback will be requested, among other things, to know if from
your perspective such a tool and proposed theoretical model could be valuable and practical for the
relevant innovation agents.

This is the last section, thanks for your interest and valuable participation. As soon as the results of this
research are ready you will receive a digital copy of the dissertation. If you require more information or
have any question you can contact me via my e-mail ppr22@bath.ac.uk
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D. Interviews transcript summary
Section

Question

Academics-Researchers

Technology Transfer Practitioners and Private Sector

Change for the better of something, change for a better end result.
Solve problems in an original way. Example: Methodology to create new models....
Confusion between invention and innovation.
It is the delivery of an invention to the market.
Section II
Definitions and
understanding
of key
concepts

The backbone for development, the tool that is needed to turn the developing countries of the world
into developed countries. Adding new value in the value chain. Increasing basic knowledge and
taking them to new technologies. Happening more in relatively small business than in universities...
Improving basic knowledge on universities.

New idea put to market / Or bringing 2 things together that had not been together
before

New ideas, but usually is more narrowly described as spinouts and licensing. Lot of people think that
knowledge transfer is about commercialisation. However, they are looking for impact broader than
that.

Process by which a company transforms creative potential and ideas into commercial
products

Deployment of technology to solve a specific need or series of need.

Innovation

More than one thing. Which includes novel applications of something existing, creation
of something new to either improve an activity or make possible an activity currently
not possible.

A trend. An opportunity to develop something that has not been satisfied by the market.
To create something new from already existing assets (technologies, products, management
techniques, etc.) and a previously acquired knowledge, and to learn from the process and re-use that
newborn knowledge and capabilities. It’s a continuous circle where innovation fosters more
innovation. We help our clients to innovate (in the sense stated here), which is related to technology
transfer where they design new products starting from new technologies developed at research
centres.
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In contrast, the old model of innovation, being a closed paradigm is broken.

Innovation that has the characteristics of transparency, partnerships, collaborations,
joint ventures, a variety of ways in which to commercialise your technology
development. Example cross licensing of patents. More complex ownership of IP.

Open
Innovation

Companies or institutions using experts (or the outside) to help them with expertise or
ideas.
A way to manage innovations integrating external players
No real distinction. Is the end of innovation... The continuous nature of innovation, the
creation of process that is even more novel. Because is part of a different space inside
the innovation space.

The idea of either outsourcing or realising that internally they do not have the full capacity,
knowledge, experience, know how or IP developed and they can do much more efficiently acquiring
what they require outside. ...Taking advantage of external networks.
More from industry perspective than from university perspective. It might be because the university
already think itself as open.... There is a culture of not sharing contacts.
Means of solving those needs by accessing people inside of your own organization.
Collaborative Innovation.
To include, share with, and make 'shareholders' foreign agents in the innovation process. To combine
all stakeholders’ ideas, knowledge and needs to innovate taking into account what it is not available
for just one agent. I did not have an experience with open innovation as a whole (meaning a
complete process), but I do believe that the tools to implement it are available. For example, through
Technology Review, MIT publishes several technological breakthroughs every week (online), which is
at least knowledge or ideas that can be used by others to start innovating.
Not a well-defined term, implies transaction, knowledge, when technology is transferred to company
for product development, the use is also transferred as well.

Technology
Transfer

No experience, there is a connection with the experimental area. Based strongly in
serendipity.

Not limited to purely technology, because is also in human capital, it could be students... it is seeking
commercial applications to develop innovations. It is much more related with technology push.

A way to move a technology from its early prototype to market.

Transferring a piece of kit. You patent or licence something and then you transfer it. If it does not has
IP behind then it can be understood as knowledge transfer.

A) Ideas implemented in a product and later translated to the MKT B) Transfer between
different industry sectors.

In practice is the push of technology from the university to a commercial entity usually involved in a
sort of commercial arrangement.

Process in which a given piece of knowledge is transferred from one group to another
The other end, more about the application of technology that either already exists or is
being developed.... Process or activity of applying a technology to problems which that
technology is already suited for (or at least partially suited).

A challenge. Take a development and apply it into a concrete situation (Transfer applied knowledge).
In Chile is far from being completely developed.
The migration of new technologies created in research centres, universities or companies, to the
productive and commercial sector. The objective being the development of new products and
services or the implementation of new production processes to increase competitiveness of a
company or an economic sector as a whole. As said before, we help companies to search for new
technologies that they could adapt to their business models (or change them) to develop new and
more competitive products and services.
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Umbrella term, under it haves items such as technology transfer, consulting, joint ventures... attempt
to capture as many of the activities that in America are normally assumed to be part of technology
transfer. Knowledge transfer being more comprehensive
Share experiences about how to do specific experiments in different universities to
replicate them. Common from developed to undeveloped countries. For example can
be explaining the topic of a state of the art research..... Increased and facilitated by web
2.0
The effective movement of “know what” and know-how from organizations and people.
Knowledge
Transfer

Like Technology Transfer but including fundamentally things like methods and
expertise.
In this case is like Technology Transfer, understanding technology as a kind of
knowledge.
Broad term with no precise definition.

Much more aligned with contracting human resources. It goes along with technology transfer. In
most technology transfers there is a need for knowhow behind the transfer. One of the reasons why
consortiums (in Chile) are successful is because of the combination of knowledge
It could be working with any external org to transfer some sort of capability, training, consulting,
collaborative research, collaborative development.... Collaborative development usually is not a
research question, is not aiming to develop new IP.... One of the biggest problems is how to put this
as something intellectually attractive for researchers
Here the point is not necessarily an economic transaction. Education and training.... Is important to
understand the context
Transference of knowledge that is usually not directly applied.
To make knowledge available to a third party in order to be re-used or combined with knowledge
created by another agent, and so forth. Personally, I try to use all possible open knowledge
databases available in my daily work, but we as a company seldom participate directly in knowledge
transfer activities.
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Section III

Technology/
knowledge
transfer
barriers and
problems

• Misunderstanding of the topic even between the experts given their egos. Is more
difficult to unlearn that to learn.
• General media is creating misunderstanding at a massive rate.

Weak communication skills in scientists.
There is a huge need for more scientific experts that are also able to communicate.
Multidisciplinarity is damaged by the difficulties in finding trustable information.
• The danger in the egos.
• Incentives can be distorted by the rules of academia
Citations and impact rank.
Need for more translators.
Need for a marketing area inside scientific departments.
• Natural position of closeness in research.
• Difficulties to generate incentives to collaborate. Changing the incentives.
Sometimes would be better to allow research to not necessarily close cycles and hand
over in the middle to other researchers.
• Competition block opportunities for research
Need for repositories of half-baked ideas.
• Recombination of knowledge now is much more complex than what it was 1 century
ago.
Renascence scientific revolution of recombination would be required for
multisdiciplinarity.
Low use of available information tools.
Cultural barriers, ways in which an organisation tends to behave. Some parts of an
organisation also can differ in culture.
Competence barrier. For example technology inventors do not really know how to
commercialise and vice versa.
There is also a bandwidth problem. Time constrains to push and detect opportunities.
Legal barriers, difficult IP framework overall.
Perceptions of risk are different. For example if I share info, what are the real risk,
liabilities, and copies?.
Legal conundrum, when researchers do their literature research sometimes they are
advices not to look at patents... You sometimes are advice to blind yourself from IP
sources of knowledge... Difficulties in patent search.
When you write a patent is deliberately wrote in a difficult way.
• Misaligned objectives
• Unclear Terminologies
• Time -> People involved seems to not have enough time to invest or it is too early or
too late. Another related problem is that the time frame might be too long.
• Getting to the right person is usually difficult

In the context of university technology transfer:
• Is understood as a spill over activity, faculty has not been formally exposed to this kind of activity.
• This activity is very labour intensity, cottage activity, one by one case. It requires people skills and
technical skills, not automated at all. When a deal is done is a thing of beauty. Highly immature, best
parallel is apprentices and artisans in the middle ages. It is in its development. Most people are not
familiar with the idea and they are suspicious.
• Legal barriers, bureaucracy
• Not enough incentive for faculty and funding support
• Communication skills in academia are not good and make deals difficult.
• Linkage is thus not apparent.
• Mechanisms are obscure.
• Lack of time is something that you just create and it goes back to culture and incentives.... Lack of
priority.
• IP: hard to say its influence, in the western society, but is a simple way of documenting what is
being transferred. Clear legal right. However, in certain areas like patents in gens, there are major
issues and IP is not up to the level. In biotech at the beginning, everybody patented everything and
then is difficult to operate academically in certain very fast moving fields. While in pharmaceuticals is
much better. Therefore, it depends on the application and maturity of the field.
• PRINCIPLE PROBLEM: Indentifying the person with the need. Being able to locate the person who
has the specific need for that technology. Companies stay with the people they know. Technology
transfer is a contact sport. (in technology push)
• Top of mind when somebody talks about technology transfer I think in technology push... more
than open innovation or market pull.
• In traditional senses technology transfer is from laboratory to commercial applications.
• Bureaucracy of technology transfer, specifically in licensing from developing countries to
developed ones. Because of lack of knowledge in terms of general conditions, royalties... Besides
price is the fact of promised rights, future uses, some limit are imposed in the future academic uses
of that technology.
Real struggle is how to find companies with which collaborate. Difference between collaboration
versus commercialization opportunities.... Knowledge transfer is more collaboration while
technology transfer is more transactional.... Knowledge partnerships can help...
Identifying collaboration partners
Motivating academics to participate
recognition that knowledge transfer is a value activity
Sometimes the own departments do not see benefits of spin offs because they do not get the
benefits.
Eng D. (doctor in engineering) is an alternative route to PhD that could ease the integration of
industrial problems into academia.
The problem is that the knowledge that is being generated is not very visible.
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• IP takes time and is a complex process
Between Industries:
• The concept of OI is difficult to implement given reluctance to openness, IP and
confidentiality problems.
Between Universities and Industries:
• Lack of interest or motivation in the researchers
• It exists almost a divorce between the objectives and missions of universities and
companies
• Usually there is a mistake of trying to convert researchers into entrepreneurs
• Natural distance between companies and universities
-lack of contact (knowing each party involved)
-lack of opportunity to develop an understanding of the overlap between their activity
and ours.
-lack of funding (smaller than usually assumed)
-cultural mismatch, in both directions causes problems.
• Updating Wikipedia
But articles in physics are not as good as math because of the culture.
• Open Notebook Science
• Twitter
• Micro blogging as a solution to the information overflow.

Section IV

Tools and
models that
you use or
know

- generation of technology transfer office to look at open innovation models (HP)
- Business reviews with a full proposal and presentation to the board and if successful
full sponsorship. This unfortunately leads to much more incremental innovations rather
than disruptive given the control of the risk.
- IP, a whole team of people working on it. IP is a real worry.
- Conferences
Standards bodies, great places for companies to work together.
- Patents
Internal system in HP for idea sharing and rating. Research challenges controlled
completely by HP.
Just starting to spun out companies and technologies in HP.
- Venture capital to invest in external companies.
- Cross not suing agreements.
Not many tools although it has know about crowdsourcing and it uses available
knowledge databases.
Other examples: University library resources, Google scholar, Trade Magazines,

-misalignment of offer and the need: is the process of adapting the generic offer to the specific need.
-universities are under resourced to make these matches possible. Lack of “translational funding”.
• Regional Fragmentation
• Small markets
• Latin America is a difficult territory
• The problem with universities is that they do not assume compromises seriously or in a commercial
way.
• Technology transfer offices are inefficient and lack of resources. They still maintain the university
structures and culture.
One of the most important barriers is the 'type' of language accustomed to each agent involved in
technology or knowledge transfer. For example, between a scientist and a businessman. They work
using completely different languages, I experience this myself when I went out from academia
(science research) and went to the business world. I am certain that one key characteristic, perhaps
the most important, for a technology transfer manager should be the capability to 'speak' and
understand both languages.
-US patent office using it as in prior art
-Foresight
-AUTM contacts, it does not maintain a brokerage site.
-If private sector is active the AUTM is not active
-Current president of AUTM is preparing a study to gather technology transfer at universities.
-Economic impact then is difficult to predict due to the lack of information.
-12 deals a year in the state university of Florida, smaller office
-Eureka ranch... translating research into briefs that can be
-ibridge
-Flint box UBC
-No one site that you go
-Technology transfer a cottage industry, not mechanized or automated... repositories... 1st phone
call AUTM members, 80% of the time is the faculty member that know somebody in the interested
company THE HUMAN NETWORK, the patent literature, Google, foresight technologies.
• Yet2com (pushing techs)
• Ninesigma, the price is more defined, less space for negotiation
• Innocentive, it allows a bit more negotiation between the parts
• Knowledge vine (for contacts)
• LinkedIn
• Research of companies via Google or Utek to later do some cold calling
Not many, More based on contacts and search inside of university website
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Blogs/Twitter, TED, Newslists.
• Mentorships for entrepreneurs with a couching framework
• Industrial clusters and consortiums.
- University of bath collaboration framework... Activity model developed by the group in
human computer systems.. Model on general collaboration. An understanding of how
collaboration works.
- Not used web sites from open innovation need brokers.

KTA looks at databases of funds assigned to identify which research could be more interesting.
Visibility plays an important role, but the role of proactivity is also important.... More about contacts
and consulters. Put together an adoption plan. Impact assessment board.
-yet2
-innocentive and ninesigma but more to have a feeling about what the people is needing rather than
to applying.
-thomson innovation, Delphion (patent landscape assessment)
-market database.
LinkedIn
Personal Networks
One of the most recurrent tools that we use for technology transfer are online catalogues of
technology available at the technology transfer offices of universities or research centres. Currently,
we don’t use any special models other than bridging scientists and entrepreneurs/companies
together and functioning as 'mediators' between them. Of course this model includes tools such as IP
development and its corresponding royalties. We try to 'sell' new technologies to those who may
need it offering solutions to create value for them (in different shapes, which may include cost
savings, better valued products, etc.).
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E. Experiment details
Tech Need nº1
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Tech Need º2
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Tech need nº3
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TerMine example (Tech need 1)
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Keywords filtered after TerMine analysis
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Keywords behaviour under Google Scholar search
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F. Research poster

Poster presented in the conference “Encuentros 2010”
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